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CHAPTER I
STATEFiENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this stiidy was to evaluate' the Commercial
Curriculum of the B* M* C. Burfee High School in Fall River,
Massachusetts and to make suggestions for its improvement.
In order to meet this objective, it was necessary to find
out the following:
1. How many 'Of the high school graduates secure
positions doing the type of work for which they
were trained?
2. What school subjects have been most beneficial
to the graduates?
3. What were some of the difficulties the gradu-
ates had when first employed?
4. How can the Commercial Curriculum be revised
in order to meet the needs of the future
students most effectively?
.
For the purpose' of clarification the following terms used
throughout this study are defined^:
Commercial Education: that area of education* which devel-
ops- skills, attitudes, and understandings essential for the suc-
cessful direction of business relationships.
Revise: to make a new, amended, improved, or up-to-date
version of.
^ Good, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary of - Education . Pre-
pared under the Auspices of Phi Delta Kappa, University of Cln
cinnati, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1945*
- 1-
-I HaT-IAHO
'.'jii 'io 'r’4SJi5.'rAia
IjiXo*iyi;.aoO a/iu 9jJBifIi&va oJ to eaoq'ijjq
i'ljTlh ril XoorfoS fiSJtH ©e*lT:x/C ,D .M .S to co/Ii/oX-i-ujO
, J’asiiravo'jqu,! ajrx -lo'i naoic?a 3351/3 aatosi 0^ a.;J’33i/u'ojE6as.^
aJ ^niaeBaoea ajew JX ^avXXoo^dfo axriX Xaeai oj ’xocno nl
:3frXwoIIol ©dX Xuo
9*iijooa tg Ivodoa jl^Xd ond to \njBic woK
v©nJ /foiri./ 'lot i'lcvr to ©qi*t od^ yiXot afloXdXeoq
?,tyara'i.’ e-jew
I
IfiloXtonoa Xaou *100^ . ovad a^toe^cfx/e loodoj XanW
od
odd- aoiXii/oXl'lXX# erU lo oaica ^'lew' SadV
?Jfc6"4oiqia© Xarril itekdw X»isd a©i*
/>©aXve3 5ci ,;jjlJpi‘^‘ii/0 XaXo'i©^aiO0 ©riX ojbo woR
e'xuXiil- ©dX to aJaaofi oiiX c-X i&b'zo nX
' V^iov|ifp©tl0 X>joia a^.tjXujd'a'
©£ij f3rr.'i©J ^nlwollot vodJ iJoXXaoXtX ialo tw( oeocriyq ©xlX ^o^
^ V .^;>fcrrXloX> ©la '4X>y^a sXjfJ dycdjyo'irlX
lovei:' doXdw iioiXjsoyos to a©:s uBdX ::iOiJHOuij‘ju l/Hti'tma.uoO
;wci ©iiX ict Xa^-tHsaao asjxXi.^ti.d'aTalinu X:ie «3«>bi:/JXXX,a ,aXIXi5 SvrO
. aqXdanoliTjio'i aifeaXauU to noXXoa'xXi) Xotaa©o
©j'jsb-cJ-qy "xo ^bovo'iqmX
,
f>©b:T©iiii3 »w©n & ©i^sai oX JdsXv© J
.to riOXe"i&v
-oiq . noXXcoybX lO 4'tBnoXJoXd ^'ic^XliaS.
,
.V 'XoX'xjbO ,i^oc(>
nXO to x^iE^xsvlti': ,*e.qqaii a^IsG iii'i, to ac-ol qauai ©di lOdr.y 03r»'.,
. "A^X
^
2iOO0 XX1H-Wfi'lt>0.\
^
XX/idAlO
-X-
’
--
.H .
2Curriculum: a systematic group of courses or sequence of
subjects required for graduation or certification in a major
|
field of study.
Evaluate: the process to ascertain or Judge the value or
amount of something by careful appraisal.
Follow-Up: a plan by which the experiences or status of
young people who have left school are investigated or surveyed,
either for the purpose of assisting them in further adjustment
or for securing facts to improve the plan of guidance for those
still in school.
Vocational; pertaining to a vocation or occupation.
General Education: a broad type of education aimed at
developing attitudes, abilities, and behavior considered desir-
able by society” but not necessarily preparing the learner for
specific types of vocational or avocational pursuit*
One of the chief means' of evaluating the Commercial Cur-
riculum is by making a follow-up study, of the graduates who have
tedcen this curriculum while in high school. The main objective
of the Commercial Curriculum in the B. M. C. Durfee High School
is vocational in nature. It does not exclude "general educa-
tion" but it aims to educate the students in order that they may
take 'their rightful place in business and the community upon
graduating from high school. If the businessmen in~the commun-
ity are willing to give employment to the high school graduates,
then it is the duty of the high school to prepare their student*
for the type of work that these men demand and require*
'to \iO_i6mJQa 'IC e&»aTL>JOD lo OlSiba.dJ'B’^a B
s nX noiJjwOlxX^'iao ‘ig ixpjCojbiJBB'icj 'xo'i DB^ijjpan ad-ootuiiu
. Y.2>b 5’8 'io Sfiel*
•ic eiiJ’ Qgi)u(, 10 riljaJ’'idoa£- oj aasoQ'iq an;? ;s»j«uie\»
, Lca.ifi'xqqB Xi/le'iiso anlitvarcoa ao
lo atiJiBta *io esoneX'iaqxo 01*10 ogXhV aaiq b iiqls-voilG*?
,L‘»YG^^ua lo jodJ-B^iaaevnX utb luodois S'ieL avsa oriw siqoaq 311 ^ 01^
i0‘iJ‘’-u/1 nt aiSifJ sni;ft:X&^rB 'lo ^aocpii/q sn& tot ‘ivtiito
saorfj 'icl &,oaiX)iGS lo cfBlq sriJ svo'iqml aJoel sniicoae 'xo'i -lo
ilOwiios rii XliiOa
r .
*
)’
*£i jj^ayooo 10 iioXJjiOovr b oj ',ainIs^T:©q :lBX3CilBooV
? •
i?e beriiB iioid-BOi/oe lo oqi'^ Xyto-rd js iBiaiiaD
o0i0olanoo lolVBnsi r>aB «auX»Jj:llcrB , Hb 4,jrii iuls'vf ^ ,
lot 'lairuBOi orlJ‘ iq d'on j^uo . i- ©Xu/:
. 5-oa’xoq iBnoIiBOovB ic IfinolJ’jsoov lo ortl -jqa ,
*
**
“ xj/b i«3 io'i0in-iox> o!lJ 1C 3n<9m oxlv* lo e:' j ^
^
0v,*.,£i ou\i f.iCJisheri^ edi \o qB-wcXXol a auiiaj: yi iclXwoX'I ,
ovXtoej|,cfo f*iJ3£i oril . Xoojioa il^Xd nX oXlnw iaifS.*:otTi.JO atdS tBi/ j
loor.oa ri^XH eal^JJw .v .M ,fi ©ricT aX moXi oiTL'iuD laXo-ioiiJcoG ad^T io J
-BOLG0 Ibt9;i©3’‘ &Jb.*/Iox0 Joti 9006 tl ,0ti;J‘i3n xiX XanoXiBoov &X
^t»dJ iTBuO' 'lotfio nX aJ.'ieoi/Ja ©di adB&Bjbd ot ^iiXa tX XoU ”r;oXi
>>
aoqjj a’zenlasjd nX ©oalq Xirltiv X^ ‘iXerlJ '©Xii^ ^
-.;.;iuxioo oiiJ «i 4iai; aQenXaod sdcT II .Xoonoa d^Xri nxcrtl ^nXtsubBTB *
A
« aojBGi';nL:4 Xoot.'oa d£Xri adX ol , jnomYoXqiHd” avX^ oj jrrXiJiXw a-tB \c.5X
bJuboo'CTb 'xX^nl a'taqb iq 0^ Xoorioa il^Xii edj 10 neti^
»©'iXup0 *l ctia GtiBuisb n©ii Ciddt oiiow lo ©q'cX *104
* *
According to Haynes and Graham^;
Follow-up studies are made for the purpose of test-
ing the actual results of business education as
they affect the lives of graduates or dropouts*
A follow-up study should be made of the graduates of every
high school periodically in order to evaluate the training that
has been given to them and to see if they can meet the require-
2
ments of business* Lomax says :
The educational value of what is taught in
the classroom is really determined, in the final
analysis, by how well students can use, in worth-
while life situations, the knowledges, skills,
ideals, and powers that are learned in the class-
room*
Thus it was the problem to learn how well the graduates of
the B* M. C. Durfee High School have* been able to use the skills
learned while in high* school, and whether or not they have ac-
quired- the necessary traits and attitudes that are so Important
in succeeding in the business world* According to Yeo^:
The day should be passed when the high school
graduate is presented his diploma by a member of the
school committee and then is forgotten. It is the
duty of every school to make a follow-up study peri-
odically of past graduates and nongraduates in order
to assist them in making adjustments between high
school and higher institutions of learning or work*
^ Haynes, Benjamin and Graham, Jessie* Research in Busi-
ness Education * Los Angeles, California, C. C. Crawford, cl932,
p. 57
‘
2 Lomax, Paul S. Commercial Teaching Problems *. New York,
N. Y*, Prentice-Hall Inc., cl938* p. 6
^ Yeo, Dr. Wendell, Boston University, School of Education,
An unpublished lecture on guidance Riven in Fall River. Massa-
chusetts * October 15, 19^7
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;'*^iflsrtj8'iv^ £uis asfL^eH jnlirro^oA
IG c«oi^i>.'4 ^?ii:f a&fcrj ©‘le aelJuijJa qt'-wollo^
. . noiJjaovhe^ a3©«i«uJI lo e^IuaoT I^i/ioa ©iSJ j|£ii
,3^L'oqoTfo 10 aaj^ijOB’x^ lo eov.ti Jos'ilje ^»rij
X'i»v© lo ac^sij-OBi^ ©£(j Tio ejbkjeic ©a ijli/ona ibu^a gu-woXIol A
J^ricr *nXni:Bi^ exi^ dJauI^vo ocf loMo gi ^XieoIjx)Xi©q loorioa risiii
-aiiuptoi ujBO 'iX 333 o.t J!/nA jivrii nsvl;*i no»d aad
S
• a\;j?3 x«iHOj .ssaalULic: lo Suoao.
ni 0i i-jiivr lo quIb-v LmoiJf^ov^s arlT
imnl^X 3xld nX ,i>enXai iocf©!: ^XIbo-i aX aooiGuBXo ec\&
“nJ"To». nX. .©ejj i.jao 9Xfii3Xi.j^a Xiaw woxi ,;cf .BlailAda
t-jXXXJia jaajJbsIwonX ©riJ .aaoXJXiJjJxa ©iXi allilw
-aafiXo arij isX X^aaijaal ©ib aiawoq baa ,aIa©i:>X
,.7’Ocn
Ic 5©;raij££i:3 sxiif I^aw wori niaol ocf a^icfoiq anj 3bw aitriT
3xiX:ia sri^ o&^j sicfa nseu evail Ioofip3 ri^XH a&'ixvj .0 ,k .a adJ
-JB loiU lo lebvXanw isnc ,iooboe .igXn »-.x oIXiiw bofiiadX
I
Jna^ioqaX oa eir, ja-i4 3©Jbu,XXXJs bius aXf&i^ \;iaea3!»©n beiXi-p
: o6i oj a^XxrruooA .bl'tow acorttsiip «,XJ- a/ ^aXbodoojja nX
iuod'jG 4>dsX HKiiw Jtsiaaq ©d i^Iv.c fa vsb stlT
&riJ 7o leJ.-f^iE a sjjoiqib aid iq ’aX e^ijXjufei^
©dj- aX 3t -lodji ^*^Jji jxr.oo Zcorrjs
404- qi^-woIlGl jcj cj looiioa '^XQve \juX
19.510 oX jc*:‘A as^ajjbBi^ ,X8jiq lo
dlijXti n93wj0cf a>?a3xaiJ^8iit^* ix iflsxlj MaXaaa
.afiow 10 ^nXaiBsX Ic. enoX.^uJA^an.: lerijXri bajB looxios
-Xa^'H nX rioi.r^oa a/. .oXsast. ,sbtIj91'0 bna nXaiB^neQ ,aeatAH
,tno'l%’iX iJ .0 .0 ,fiiaioXXXaO .a©l9aoA ao ' .aoXJA»ou53
. q
,iloX wot". . -lieidci^X J^XoiftfCcioD .8 liJ*^ ^
O *q ,di[tXo « .onl iLsil-suX^Jaeia
-K
,XJoi^j&3Ujbi 'io Xoodoo
,
i^Xa i©vXnU ao^taod tXieXuieV; . ;
.
,ooY ^
-9asB'»I «ievX>i Xii6'^ fiX navL, 9Uiig5!L,i no aiijJoeX tvda..; iJugg^ n \
»2X ledOiJoD .
This was a true picture of what happens in so man^ places,
and it is too bad for the boys and girls who have graduated in
the past to think that once they graduate from the high school
they are forgotten. To make a follow-up study of them would
make, them feel that someone was interested in them, and at. the
same time the information they give in such a study would be
helpful in guiding future students. According to Lefever,
Turrell, and Weitzel^:
Returns from follow-up studies should prove
a source of valuable information in connection
with curriculum revision. Too often graduation
is comparable to the pioneer days when hardy men
sailed for China, Alaska, or some other far-off
port. * We frequently; hear no more from the gradu-
ate unless, perchance, he returns years later
"laden with silks or gold.” Few meet with dis-
tinguished success and others are not heard from
at all. The public points with pride to its suc-
cessful members; but if it were in possession of
a total picture of the adjustments of its school
graduates, it might view with some alarm the
policies and procedures of the school.
Secondary schools are greatly in need of ac-
curate information concerning the vocational ave-
nues which students follow from graduation to
whatever economic and social station in life they
finally attain. They should at least be in pos-
session of data concerning the student’s experi-
ences during the five or six years following gradu-
ation. If counselors were able to anticipate what
experiences and opportunities lie ahead, such in-
formation would be helpful in dealing with stu-
dents who are still in school.
A knowledge of the activities of graduates
for several years subsequent to leaving school
might reveal the types of information and skills
that are useful immediately upon graduation.
^ Lefever, D. Welty, Turrell, Archie M., and Weitzel,
Henry I. Principles and Techniques of Guidance
.
New York,
Ronald Press Company, c.1941. p. 453
,s©oaX
.
'toaiu oa nX aneqqaii e'lujoiq a a«v aXril
''(i
aX odw ei'iX.i oar. a^ocf sri,J lol beG oc.t aX qx bar
loo^tlog .i;Ud siiJ’ 9jfiwbJ3'H» Qoao iifiXilJ- oX iTaaq aifj
» .
j
XuJJOw iDiixJ lo qi^-wollol s axafli oT .asX»to^Tto'i ia*iA
,
wiiv JB iiuu5 «is^aj nX bvjwSe'i&JnX aew t»ao5ffica jj&dJ I»y't axam
» xioaa .aX' ©vX^ ^ijd3 iiox^jaaiaolaX srlJ ouXJ-
,,
»'j?va'iws4 o.J
-faXinoiOr .aJnebi/ja e'tx'CTiJl ^aXXiXx^ al Xulqlw:
,1
:”^Xo•iXX5^W bHB tXXai'tuT
evoaq bi~©iC\n aeXbijX’a q>--woXXwt ainc;^i}©H
noXJoauago nX aoX^iiia’iCi.-ii ©Xc/rujBiv X6 bo'Zuos &
. iicXJ'ajJbB'i^ noXl[o coT .aoX^iv^T;, iujXxipX*i'caD ri^Xw
j
n&t. n£r.»/ 'lee^oXq orli oJ sldjiTcqraoo ?.X
i
'llo-tje/J: T.f$nS(5 ©mGa -'xo ,j?.^seXA ^B."iXriX 'loX beIXca
-jjbxT^ ©fi»X uion'i 'iiuui on 'iBSd /\;I^n3Upe iX ©’»« .J'loq
** a©X£X erriiyv arriacJeT oA ,oyaail;i ieq ^dsolnii 6Xjs
|j
-aXb fluXw wy'u ".gXo^ 'lo S3i-i.l8 dJ'Xv/ asX»Bl“
I iaoal birSiX d’Oij ©tcb a'ls-XXo bax, aac^ooiia JbsiiaXfxaaXJ
-OLa gJX oJ oJbX'xq dXXw ajnioq oXi.i,qq aril .XIb Jx
'
to aoXaaoaacq aX iX Xud laiedraeii lutaGOO
looiiua a^X 'to. eiXf39f^X3uti>B adJ Ico a'ujd'DXq Xadou «
8rt,J uiiBib ©nioa d^tiw wolv JX
,
aadaoJoe.'!,
.XoGxioa eiiX ‘to ao'nxboDoiq boB aoXoxIoq
-OB 'to boon »iX o'ib aiooxloa
-ova J.BX10XJB00V eriJ' ^iiXmoonoo noX^sianol.’X 9j“a-ii;o
' oJ ncXjcdba”!^ aio'il woiXol acmabuJa dnXdw eoyn
• olXX nX fioXctaJa iBXos^a bru' oXr.«oaoo9 iovoX^jriw
-aoq nX ai jp&oI Xb X>X~^ofia
,
- iXaXXB v:Xi6;iXl
-X x5iq:c«s. a ‘ J4iex^i;^i£ '‘•^>.1 j ^..Xn'ifeOiioo .lo xioiaasa
^
-ubB'i^ ^uX»oI^o\ B xsiec xla v ©xli" ^nX'iob loOn©
' Xhxxw oX.^qXnXXxjB oX oXcfB oTov loannoo ll .noiXfc
~aX riD'wQ » bBsrfB oXX eoXXXrtdJio
,
.0 boe ao^inai'iaqxs •
j -uXa rlXXw 3fiXXBof) nX Xjj'i ^xoil 00 bXi/ovf xjcXXfia'iot j’
i . Lcix^iioa aX XXiJe o ib cnw aXr.yb
T K
I
. BOvtfcjbB'lfci lo. -’isXXXvXXOB orij- lo Ojj^.^IwonA a
iwvcio^ ,;irxivuoX od. a'low^ Ib^ovoi’ i >'t
illX'xa b/iB xioXXB-j''xo'i tX to a^qcX oxfi" iBevo^i jixj^toi
aoqu iloXsXbocuiit Ijj'Iqbl ©'is jbWX
,
XeGXio'/. ba£ ,,M otdod.
,
rx«'i'ij->x ,d «'iev9‘i©J
.
©LaabXo ) aodPtnxtoaT bxu;. aoioXo.iX'X^ x’x.fioK
.q .iX^X.o, , irisqOioD aatnX bxBxu .
As the curricula of the B. M. C. Durfee High School is now
being studied with the purpose of revision, a follow-up study
of the commercial graduates will be very helpful at this time
in revealing- vital information relative to the training given
in the present commercial -curriculum* The results of the Com-
mercial Curriculum will be shown in the types of work in which
the graduates are engaged and the value they place upon the
different courses pursued while in high school.
Tonne and others say :
Until a centralized, comprehensive, and coor^
dinated program of placement and follow-up of gradu-
ates is organized and carried on, the problem of our
unemployed youth will be a major one in the whole
scheme of democratic living, and our entire program
of education for living in a democracy will fall far
short of realizing its aims.
One objective of this study was to find out how many of
the high school graduates secure positions doing the type of
work for which they were trained. As there is a very extensive
training program in the B. M. C. Durfee High School Commercial
Curriculum, it would be interesting to find out how many stu-
dents are working in the specific field for which they were
trained. By conducting a follow-up study it is possible to
find out how many of the students were actually employed as
bookkeepers, stenographers, general clerks, and sales workers.
It would then be possible to see whether or not the students
were being trained for the types of positions that are open to
Tonne, Herbert A., Chairman New York Committee, Business
Education for Tomorrow . E.C.T.A. Fourteenth Yearbook, Somerset
Press, Inc., Somerville, N. J., cl94l p. 41
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them, and further find out how many of them have received pro-
motions in their work due to their basic high school education,
or whether it was necessary to have additional training in theiit
work."
;
In a Report of the Joint Committee of the Board of Educa-
tion and the Board of Superintendents of New York .^ the follow-
;
ing statement was made relative to follow-up:
j
The schools must learn more about what happens
|
to the pupils after they leave, either by graduation :
or drop-out, because without such information we can
never be sure that we are offering the right kind of i
training. Admissions to courses cannot be planned
|
intelligently unless we know approximately how many
|
students prepared for particular occupations even-
tually enter those occupations. We should know also
whether those trained for particular jobs are better
at those jobs and advance more rapidly than those
;
who have received no special job preparation.
If a follow-up was conducted periodically, it would be seen
what students are in positions for which they were not trained,
and they could be assisted in getting the type of work for which
they were trained. It would also show what types of positions
!
are available in the community for the high school graduates, !
and better guidance could be> given to the future students by
I
making the necessary changes in the present curriculum.
In a sense, no vocational training program is successful
I
if an appreciable percentage of those who are trained therein
are not subsequently placed in employment *
,
^ Report of the Joint Committee of the Board of Education
and the Board of Superintendents. Vocational and Practical Arts1
Education in New York City Schools, The Board of Education,
The City of New York. 19^2. p. 59
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7Another objective of this study was to find out what schoo}]
subjects have been most beneficial to the graduates. This fol-
low-up study provides an appraisal of the subjects taught to
i)
the commercial students. The use that students make of the sub4
jects studied in high school is one test of a functioning de-
j
partment. In order to improve the present curriculum, it was
necessary to find out from the graduates, who are now experi-
enced workers, what subjects they felt were beneficial to them.
The interest is not in just the commercial subjects studied but
also the general subjects. Lomax^ says:
It is vitally essential, of course, for a teacher
to know thoroughly what he teaches, but he can never
know the true values of what he teaches until he knows
what really happens to that instruction in the lives
of his students both while they remain in school and i
after they have left the school.
If school authorities and school teachers, in
general, would begin to practice an effective and en-
thusiastic follow-up of school instruction in the
lives of their students, such energetic effort would
aid greatly in the solution of the deeply disturbing
American Youth Problem.
It is probably felt by all teachers that the subjects they
are teaching are beneficial to the students, but it would be
well to find out which of these subjects are beneficial to the
commercial student.
The third objective of this study was to find out what dif-
ficulties the graduates had when first employed. In order to
evaluate the subjects as they are now being taught, it is well !
^ Lomax, Paul S., Surveying Your Graduates and Drop-Outs .
The Journal of Business Education. May, 1937. p. 7
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to find out from the sraduates what difficulties they had when
first employed. By tabulating the results from a follow-up
study, the subjects can be taught more thoroughly so that fu-
ture graduates will not have the sauae difficulties.
In Occupational Ad.lustment^ it is stated;
The community has set the schools up to serve
certain social purposes. It is important to the
community that its schools produce individuals
capable of making the many adjustments which suc-
cessful living requires, for it is the adjusted
individual who is the effective citizen and the
effective worker. The community needs both, and
it is therefore interested to see that the schools
which it supports shall provide learning experi-
ences, through curriculum and counseling, that will
aid pupils; (1) in sensing problems to which they
must adjust if they are to be successful, (2) in
developing attitudes or predispositions toward
action that will prompt them to try to maike the
necessary adjustments, and (3) in assisting them
in developing the skills they need to make the
continuous adjustments which are necessary.
Thus, it becomes the duty of the school to help the stu-
dents anticipate the problems they will meet on the job, and
prepare them in such a way so that they will be able to solve
these problems intelligently. In regard to what should be
taught in certain subjects, Shilt^ has this to say;
If the teaching of business subjects is to
function most effectively, the students must un-
derstand and be prepared to use Intelligently the
latest important changes in business. When gradu-
ates of business curriculums become business em-
ployees and find that business information given
them by their teachers is not up to date, or that
^ Occupational Education Tour for School Superintendents,
Occupational Ad.lustment . Interim Report, 1938, National Occu-
pational Conference, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York City. C. 1938
p. 10
2 ahllt, Bernard A., "Keep Your Business Teaching Up To
Date.” Balance Sheet . September, 1944. p, 10
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essential information has been omitted from their
courses, they, as well as their employers, are going
to think many unkind thoughts about the program of
business education, the school, and the teachers.
The business teacher must be on the alert con-
stantly for the important business changes that oc-
cur and use them in his teaching.
One of the best ways that teachers can get to know what
business Information is necessary to teach in their subjects
is to study the results of the follow-up made of past graduateii
who are now employed in the business occupations. They have
had the experience of meeting these difficulties, and the in-
formation they give will certainly help the teachers so that
the future students will not have the same difficulties.
The fourth aM last objective of this study was to obtain
from the graduates suggestions in regards to revising the pres^>
ent Commercial CurriculiAm in order to meet the needs of the fu-
ture students most effectively. The recent graduates of the
Commercial Curriculum who have been working long enough to knou
the requirements of business can give helpful information in
order to make the Curriculum more effective for future stu-
dents. They are in a position to state what subjects could
have been taught that would have been helpful to them in meet-
ing the requirements for the work in which they are employed.
Many of the stenographic students do not take Office Practice,
which is an elective subject, and it would be helpful to know
how many of these students feel that this subject should be re-
quired of all stenographic students. It is the duty of the
high school to train their students so that they will meet the
9
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needs and requirements that the husinessmen in the community
demand*
In Practical Handbools for Counselors^ the fallowing infor-
mation is given in regard to follow-up and curriculum revision:
Data from follow-up studies, interpreted by the
counselor, has great value as source material for re-
vising school curriculum. The opinion of the curricu-
lum held by graduates and drop-outs is an appraisal
of the school's program which local educators should
not ignore. These young people are "Exhibit A's" in
demonstrating the effectiveness of the school in meet-
ing the students' daily needs. Critical Judgments of
the efficacy of current school offerings, as well as
definite suggestions for filling gaps in the school's
program, can point the way to realistic curriculum
revision. For example, if a high percentage of re-
turns show a tendency of the pupils to feel that cer-
tain courses were of little value to them, the pur-
poses of such courses should be carefully analyzed,
A school faculty could profitably devote a
series of meetings to examination of the follow-up
data and considerations of its implications for the
total school program.
The results of this follow-up study should be studied very
carefully in order that it may be determined what' the graduates
suggest so that future students can be served more effectively.
The feelings of these graduates should be an invaluable aid in
assisting the school in keeping its business curriculum up to
date.
Analysis of the Study
This follow-up study was made in order to evaluate the
present Gommercial Curriculum and an endeavor was made to have
^ New York State Counselors Association, Practical Hand-
book for Counselors, Science Research Associates. Chicago.
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the following questions answered;
1, How many of the graduates are employed in the type of work
for which they were trained.
2. How many of the graduates secured their positions through
the high school.
5. How many of the graduates had to take tests in order to se-
cure their position.
4. What difficulties did the graduates have when they first
started work that could have been covered more fully in
school.
5* What commercial subjects and what general subjects they
feel were valuable to them.
6. What commercial and general subjects they feel had little 1
value to them.
7. What subjects they did not have but for which they have
since felt a need.
8. What duties they perform most frequently.
9. What types of office machines they have had to use.
10. How many of the students went to another school after
graduating from high echool.
11. What is the beginning salary of the high-school graduate.
12. How many of the students did part-time work while going to
high school.
13* If they did part-time work, what type of work was it.
14. Was the experience they gained in this part-time work bene-
ficial to them.
15* What suggestions they can make for revising our Commercial
Curriculum in order to make it most effective for future
students.
The City
The City of Fall River, with a population of 114,506, is
situated in the southeasterly section of Massachusetts. It was
founded in 1803 and incorporated a city in 1854. Fall River was
. 3
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formerly one of the most prominent textile cities in the coun-
try due to its cotton mills* Since the early thirties there
has been a decrease in the cotton mills and an increase in the
needle trades. The Firestone Rubber and Latex products Company
established a large plant in Fall River in the late thirties
giving employment to thousands. During the war' years many of
our graduates were employed by' the Government- at the United
States Torpedo Station in Newport, Rhode Island which is about
fifteen miles from Fall River. In 1946 this station was- moved
to the Middle West, so many people became unemployed. Fall
River is a Cosmopolitan city with the leading nationalities be-
ing native American, English, French, Portuguese, Irish, Polish
and Italian.
There is approximately one and a quarter million dollars
i
spent annually in maintaining the public schools. There is one
high school, one vocational school, two junior high schools,
and thirty-two elementary schools.
The High School and Curricula
The Bradford Matthew Chaloner Durfee High School was dedi-
cated in June, 1887, the gift of Mrs. Mary B. Young, in honor
of her son. In 1913 the City of Fall River erected another
building directly across the street, and it was called the Fall
River Technical High School. This building was destroyed by
fire in 1927 and replaced with a modern structure which was
opened in September, 1930. In the new building are found all
the shops, the home economics laboratories, the science labora-
tories, the office machines laboratory, two typewriting rooms.
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the school library, the principal’s office, the cafeterias, the
boys gymnasium, a large auditorium with a seating capacity of
900, the art rooms, music room, and a number of other classropmfp
j
Because of the setup of the new building, most of the students
|
have classes in both buildings so it is looked upon and referre(iL
to as one school—B, M, C. Durfee High School.
t
B. M. C. Durfee High School is a four-year public high
school and offers four curricula:^ College Preparatory, Commer
cial. Home Economics, and Technical. The peak enrolment was in
1938 when there were approximately 3500 students in the school,
and it has gradually decreased so that for the school year 19^7\
48 there is an enrolment of 2300 students. Approximately
45 per cent of the students are enrolled in the Commercial Cur-
riculum. The administration of this school consists of the
Principal, two Vice-Principals, Dean of Girls, Assistant Direct’
or of Vocational Guidance, and 91 teachers, and of these 91
teachers, one is head of the Commercial Department and twelve
teach the commercial subjects.
This follow-up was made of the students who elected the Coaf
mercial Curriculum, which is designed for those who are inter-
ested in preparing for work in the field of business. After
graduating from high school they will be prepared to fill one
of the following positions: stenographer, typist, bookkeeper,
general office worker, salesclerk, and others. As the majority
of students in this curriculum are preparing to enter business
upon graduation from high school, much emphasis is placed on
^ Appendix A
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the business subjects. In the ninth and tenth grades all stu-
dents enrolled in the Commercial Curriculum follow the same
program with the exception of the elective subject In the tenth
grade. In the' eleventh and twelfth grades the Commercial Cur-
riculum is divided into three groups; Stenographic, Account-
ing, and Clerical.
The StenoKTaohic Curriculum—The main objective of the
Stenographic Curriculum is the training of students who are in-
terested in shorthand and typewriting so that they may fill the
position of stenographer or typist. In order to elect the Sten
ographic Curriculum a student must receive at least a grade of
75 per cent in Shorthand and English in the tenth grade. As
Shorthand is only given for twenty weeks in the tenth grade, it
is exploratory in nature and the students have the opportunity
to find out what it is and whether or not they have the ability
to do this type of work. English is very essential for a stu-
dent to succeed in the advanced course of Stenography and Tran-
scription, therefore the prerequisite grade of 75 per cent must
be met in this subject.
The Accounting Curriculum—The main objective of the Ac-
counting Curriculum is the training of students who are inter-
ested in bookkeeping and accounting so that they may obtain a
position as a bookkeeper or an assistant in an accountant’s of-
fice. They study bookkeeping in the eleventh grade and account
Ing in the twelfth grade.
The Clerical Curriculum—The main objective of the Cleri-
cal Curriculum is the training of students who are interested
f(
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1 in office work and sales work so that they may obtain
a position as a general office worker or a sales clerk. As
there are no specific prerequisites for this curriculum, many
people feel that the students who cannot elect any other cur-
riculum take this one, but this is not always true. Even if it
were true, according to Carroll^;
It is the duty of all teachers at all times to
give her best to all students.
The follow-up study is an excellent means of evaluating the
present Commercial Curriculum, and it was with this idea in mind
that this study was undertaken. This study pertains only to
I
those Commercial Course students who graduated from the B. M. C.
Durfee High School from the years 19^3— 1947*
Carroll, Charles V.—Principal, B. M. C. Durfee High
School, Fall River, Massachusetts.
—
An unpublished talk at a
High School Faculty Meeting—October, 194?.
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CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THIS FIELD
During the last ten years many schools have conducted
follow-up studies with the specific purpose of finding out how
well their graduates and in some cases the nongraduates have
been prepared to enter the business world or to continue study
in higher institutions of learning,
John Mitchell^ made a follow-up study of the Class of 1936
and the Class of 1937 graduates of the Newton High School, New-
ton, New Jersey, About 60 per cent of the 650 students of the
Newton High School lived outside Newton, and' the majority of
|
these lived on farms or in small villages. In the Class of '
1936
, 31 members were.. commercial graduates and in the Class of
1937 , 36 members were commercial graduates. The majority of
students were interviewed personally at their offices, and the
blanks were filled in at that time. The few students who could
not be contacted personally sent in their information in reply
to letters.
Mitchell found that in the 1936 class no graduate entered
college, while one girl of the 1937 class attended the State
Teachers College at Trenton and Intended to be a commercial
teacher. About 28 per cent of the 1937 class were unemployed
^ Mitchell, John. "A Follow-Up of the 1936 and 1937 Gradu-
ates." Journal of Business Education , December, 1937. pp. 17-
18., February, 1938. p. 11*
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and only 3 per cent of the 1936 class were unemployed. There
were 57*6 per cent of the members of the Class of 1936 employed
in some type of office work while only 23.4 per cent of the
Class of 1937 were employed In some type of office work.
One of the well-known follow-up systems* In the country is
carried on by the Providence, Rhode Island, School Department.
Richard D. Allen^ said the following about the follow-up:
A follow-up study of what happens to any class
will Indicate certain trends, which determine the
educational and occupational placement of more than
half of the next succeeding class. The study of
successive classes, as they leave school, furnishes
the basis for an effective placement service. Be-
ginning with the trails that have already been worn
from school to employment by many children, new trails
can be blazed, new opportunities discovered, and the
results used for the guidance of future classes.
It was in March, 1918, when Richard D. Allen was appointed
by Isaac 0. Winslow, then Superintendent of the Providence
Schools, a special assistant in charge of vocational guidance.
Since that time the follow-up study has been ma.de and improved'
upon until the* Providence Schools have a very good system of
doing the work. The procedure is as follows:
1. In the eleventh and twelfth grades the students
have an orientation course in which they study
the follow-up reports that have been made of the
previous classes. In this way the students find
out the importance of the follow-up studies so
that when their own class is being studied they
will cooperate and answer the questionnaires
promptly and accurately.
^ Allen, Richard" D., OrKanlzatlon and Supervision of Guid-
ance in Public Education . New York, Inor Publishing Company,
cl937. Preface, p. xii
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2. When it is time to make the follow-up study of the
class, the adviser usually invites the class officers
to his home to discuss plans for a class reunion.
Sometimes at this meeting' they address the envelopes
and enclose the follow-up questionnaire with a pre-
liminary notice of the class* reunion. An envelope
addressed to the adviser is also enclosed with a
letter urging a prompt answer and full cooperation
in the study. Usually from thirty to sixty per
cent of the pupils will answer immediately.
3. When two weeks have elapsed a second letter and
questionnaire are' sent to those who have not re-
sponded. This brings replies from twenty to thirty
per cent more of the pupils.
4. The remaining pupils are called on the telephone
by the adviser and sometimes he is assisted by
the class officers. This brings replies from
most of the delinquents.
5* The last five per cent are the most difficult to
reach as some have moved away; some sire discour-
aged and sensitive; and some are simply indiffer-
ent. Visits to the home are usually necessary in
a very few cases.
6. Many one-year studies show 100 per cent returns
and the record is seldom below 97 per cent. Many
three-year follow-up studies show 95 per cent of
replies. The number is seldom less than 92 or
93 per cent. Five-year studies usually range be-
tween 85 and 90 per cent.
7. When all questionnaires are accounted for, the ad-
viser treats them statistically, using previous
studies as models. The assistance of the super-
visor of placement is always available.
8. Each study is then mimeographed by the central of-
fice and sent to all advisers, principals, and
staff officers. Later the studies of all the ad-
visers of the grade in the different schools are
combined to make available a picture of the city
as a whole.
The Providence follow-up program was worked out in such a
way so that no adviser had more than one follow-up study each
year. An adviser stayed with a class for three years of senior-
high school. The first year after the class was graduated he
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made a follow-up study of the group and at the same time dropped]
back to the tenth grade and began the guidance of another class.
When this new group was in the twelfth grade, he made a three-
year survey of the preceding class. The fourth year, the ad-
viser had a new tenth-grade group, and he made his first follow-
up of the class just graduated. The next year, the earlier
class was ready for the five-year follow-up.
During the worst years of depression. Providence was one
of the very few cities that maintained continuous periodic sur-
veys of high school graduates.
In the mimeograph report^ of the one-year follow-up study
of the classes of January and June, 1939 of the Providence
Senior High Schools, the following points were significant in
comparing it with the report of the classes of June, 19385
1. There was an increase in the number of pupils gradu-
ated, but a decrease of 1 per cent in the January groups and
4 per cent in the June groups in the number of pupils continu-
ing their education.
2. The percentage of unemployment was reduced from 22 per
cent of the graduates of January, 1938, to 10 per cent of the
graduates of June, 1939.
3. There were gradual increases in wages for both boys and
girls.
^ Mimeograph Report to Principals. Counselors, and Others
Interested . Junior Placement Service, providence Public
Schools, Providence, Rhode Island. June, 1942.
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In the three-year follow-up study^ of the graduates of
January, 1938 the following facts were found:
1. 15 per cent were furthering their education days
2. 39 per cent were employed full-time
3. 22 per cent were employed part-time
4. 1 per cent were in the army service
5. 4 per cent were married and at home
6. 2 per cent were unemployed
7. 37 per cent did not respond.
It was quite interesting to note that in the Remarks and
Suggestions of the three-year follow-up study of the Class of
January, 1938 of the Central High School in Providence, the
persons who followed the clerical course in high school were
more fortunate in receiving jobs immediately after graduation.
The average number of months of waiting for the girls with prep*
aration in the clerical field was 3» and the boys with the same
preparation, 1, as against the average of 7 months for the das*
The number of months of waiting was greatest for those students
who took the general course in high school.
Edward T. Schneider made a study of "Certain Factors Af-
fecting the Employment of the Graduates of the Hackensack,
New Jersey, High School, 1933“1943."^ A questionnaire pro-
vided the source for the major portion of the information
1 Allen, Richard D., Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
Mlmeopraph Report . Department of Public Schools, Providence,
Rhode Island. September, 1942. Sent to Senior High School
Principals and Counselors.
2 Schneider, Edward T., "Certain Factors Affecting the Em-
ployment of the Graduates of the Hackensack, New Jersey, High
School, 1933-1943." Doctor's Dissertation. New York University
1944.
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.uJ[codo3 to da©X)fi3J.xXT[oqi^3 da-edaxsaA , .d inBdoXH ,:xoXI« ^
^BOffodXvo'Xd t^Xoorioe olLdu^ to dnojUd'iBqoa . d^ioqe;: AiqsnsoogiXx-:
ioori-joi daXH 'xoXnec; od dneii .54iQI .ledioodqea ,daBlal ©boria
.a^toIeaasxoO das olBqXo.-a*x'i
-.i: ©iid SftXdosttA aaodoB'H axEd's©:" , . . b-xavdl! ^Tceddoruioa ^
naXH ,\:©a'x$L w©yi ^^OJ&ou^xc^\H slid Xc i^odeabBa-O ©rid to daaifl^oiq
, /dX x'iO'vxAxt ^'xoi w©/. ,noXdBd*i© 3^id 3 *iodQoC! ” ,Ioo:j -<3
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secured and used in the study. There were 2,038 s^a^^ates in
|
the Classes 1933 to 1939 and questionnaires were delivered to
1,886 of these graduates. There were 1,173 questionnaires re-
turned or 62 per cent of the total that were delivered. A i
supplementary study of the Class of 19^3 was made during Octo-
ber, November, and December, 1943. Replies were received from
137 graduates, 42 per cent of the total number graduated in June,
1943. It was found that sixty- six per cent of the employed
graduates were in clerical and selling positions. Nine per cent
were in the professions. Three-quarters of the employed gradu-
ates were in "white-collar” jobs. Over seventy-five per cent
of the employed graduates secured their positions through per-
sonal application or through friends or relatives. About one-
half of the graduates found employment within three months after
leaving school. The others were employed at a slower rate, some
not until a year had passed.
More than one-half of the graduates found jobs in Hacken-
sack or in nearby towns. About one-third of those working com-
muted to New York or to other cities in the New York area. Only
five per cent were employed in localities more than twenty miles
from the school.
i
More than one-half of the graduates were earning less than |
$20 weekly at the time of the study. Many were employed for
less than ^15 per week. Just ten per cent were receiving $30
or over. The median weekly wage for all graduates was found to
be $18.94. Many felt that they were underpaid or if properly
paid were worthy of a better job.
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Eighty-one per cent of the graduates felt that their jobs
held at least limited opportunities for advancement. Seventy-
five per cent liked their jobs. The majority felt satisfied all
or most of the time and there was comparatively slight inclina-
tion to change jobs unless a better one should be available.
The effects of the war upon the youth group as represented
by the Class of 19-^3 were that about three-quarters of the boys
were in the armed forces of the nation; the few boys who were
employed, the largest number had turned to industrial work;
girls continued to enter clerical-sales positions, in greater
proportion than before; and, salaries had definitely increased.
There were no graduates in the 19^3 class earning less than
|15 weekly.
Mr. Schneider recommended that there should be a continuous
investigation of the employment problems of high school gradu-
ates. It would be well to examine the problems faced by young
people who had withdrawn from high school before graduation.
It would be advantageous for the Hackensack authorities to study
needs and employment opportunities within the school’s employ-
ment community with the purpose in mind to measure the effec-
tiveness of the present curriculum offerings and to discover
whether or not there is a need for the Introduction of new items.
There should be continued emphasis upon the school's role in the
placement of graduates in positions. The school should investi-
gate the cooperative school-work program as a means of having
young people gain job experience. Develop through the curricu-
lum and through associated activities every possible means
r
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whereby pupils may have the opportunity to develop pleasing and
meaningful personalities.
Ora Searle^, a commercial teacher in the Utica, New York,
Free Academy, conducted a follow-up study of the commercial
graduates of the Academy Classes of 19AI through 1946, She made
a study of each class immediately upon graduation from the Acad-
emy. From the tables given it was seen that the majority of the
graduates each year were employed full-time. It was interesting
to note that in the Class of 1941 out of 104 who replied 23 were
unemployed while in the Class of 1945 out of 81 replies none werj
unemployed. In the Classes of 1941 and 1942, the largest per-
centage was reported under Miscellaneous for type of work while
in the Classes of 1943, 1944, and 1945, the largest percentage
was employed in General Office work.
In regards to salary the highest percentage of the Class of
1941 earned between $5 and |^15 per week, the Class' of 1942 earneL
between |ll and $20 per week, and the Classes of 1943, 1944, and
1945 earned between |16 and |25 per week. Most students of all
classes felt that the school had given them direct preparation
for the job. The highest percentage of those employed had se-
cured their jobs through a teacher or counselor. A very small
percentage of each class was employed by a friend or relative.
Most of the students were satisfied with their positions because
over 70 per cent in each class did not desire a new position,
^ Searle, Ora. ”How Are Our Graduates of the Commercial
Course of Utica Free Academy Employed”? Mlmeowcaph Report .
Utica, New York. June, 1946.
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bci& jjaiifiaXq qoXe73£> oj 2ax.'J‘'£oqqo s/ij svjtfi ’^su alXq-jq vjL^'iUnyi*
.aai^ XlBno^iaq Xi;l3njCnst»L'‘
,
vxo X well ,jeol.^U siiJ' ai *^c'rloBy.J Ieio‘XonuEnoo b ,'^el'iaed a'lO
iJ5j.Dxaini3oo afi;t Ic qjj-wollo'i a J&e^owJbaoo ay'i’H
o£;aifi eri? .J-jHiX xiauc'xriJ' X4i>^X to aaoRsX^ ^moXjaoA to aaJoUJoaiB
-JbaoA 9.*it dOit iioXtBijj[>a*xs noqu ^le^QXb&iml aaaXo noay to ^fcjjJa &
iiiij 1o arfj- o,sx1t iiooa aav^ Ji navis eeXcTiPt ©fit rao'il ...uO
ani jaoTEOtfii «aw .aml^r-XXut jDeioXqua anaw 'uaat rioBO aoJ-s/iJbans
ensw iS oaXXqa‘1 oriw AOX to too X4^^X to aeaXO eriJ aX J£dt aton oX
oaaK eaoa aalXqaa X8 to two ci^QX to aaaXO srit al sXlaw oo'^o Iqaiano
I
-nsq t3©3*i’aX Gdj £jna XA-fel to a^aaalO eat al .^s^olqaeitio
eXlilw ifaow to sqy;t not aacaiiBlXaoelH aoiina i>ejaoq«a aaw ©sctaoo
e^Bjaeoaeq teas'iaX adt ,5A<$X fcixB ,<*^X ^C<^C'X to aoo'iBXO ©lit al
. 2i'iow ©Ditto Xaaoaor; al ba^oXqa© aow
'i
:lo oaaXJ eclt to ©sataao'xaq taadgld orit x'^aXsa ot sbas.ss'i nl
Xjema© to aaaXO ©at ,a[©sw a©q dl-j^ x>a£ aaewted donna© X-A^iX
,daa to a;52 oaX 0 ©dt baa ,do©w noq 05^ bnc rreswtoci
»»
XXb to atasbota taoK .iiaew noq 82^5 bas dX^ noavtsa b©ivt&©
aoltBnaqs'iq tosilb aiarit aevi^ bBg, Xoorioa ©dt tadt tiet aoLaalo
-©a biiri b©ioXqii-o aaodt to ©a«t.ie:;x0q taedsld ©rlT .do^ ©dt not
IXBaia ^'i©v A- .noXaenuoD no nsiloaat « d^oonrit ecfcX nleat benao
.evltslon no bixslnt b b©\ioXqiu© i&v eajaXo doB© to ©s^sTnooneq
eeuBood' aaoltlaoq nledt dt’lw boltaXtaa ©now ataobate exit to
.ncldlaoq w©a & ©nlaab toa bib aaBXo cio&o »il trr90 neq OT novo
XBlononiaioO odt to soti-abent) naO onA woH” .jbiO ,oXnB©6
> t-1 w 09 ;-i dqj8n:<o©ml ;i V”b©^oXqn;2. y;iLob3oA eon'S AOitU to ©anaoO
.'^^^X .oaaL .;inoY w©>i ,«oltV
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A letter with a questionnaire was sent to the graduates and.
!i
after a few weeks another letter with a copy of the questionnaire
was sent to the people who had not answered. Over 80 per cent
i.
in each class answered the questionnaire. This high percentage
j
of returns might he due to the fact that the questionnaires were|:
1
sent out the year the students graduated and in most cases they i,
j
still had a great deal of interest in their former school.
A survey^ was made in Loveland, Colorado with the specific
I
purpose in mind to improve business instruction. A recent study!
based primarily upon the graduates of Loveland High School over
li
a seven-year period revealed that about 55 per cent of the grachJi^
ates did not attend institutions of higher learning but were ab-|
sorbed by industry. As a result of this study a survey was maddi
ii
II
to determine the needs of the businessmen. !
|(
Some of the results of this survey were that students shoul||i
be offered office experience and given responsibilities; no
j
special speed requirements were demanded of general office work-lj
ers by the majority of businesses; of the various work habits (
j|
and character traits that needed correcting in training office
|
‘I
workers, the character traits far outnumbered the work habits. ;
The work habits and character traits that needed correction in !
h
li
training office workers included the following in order of their
Importance: spelling, responsibility, tact, accuracy, meeting
people, courtesy, neatness, observation, cheerfulness, initia-
r
ij
tive, and punctuation. The largest number of employees was founiji
'i
=
„1 Bates, Gertrude A. Improvement of Business Instruction
Through a Survey.” Balance Sheet . December, 1946. p. 149
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to 5e clerks General office workers ranked second, and book- |
keepers ranked third. 1
Ditmars^ made a study of Masters' Theses which reported
|
follow-up studies of high schools with the purpose of finding ou|;
what data was found in most of these studies. He found that manir
schools have endeavored to evaluate their curricula through the j|
use of follow-up studies and this type of research has received
considerable attention as a recognized method of determining
|
the success of the school. In this study there were 5»578 gradur
ates of high schools located in eleven states. The greatest
|
proportion of cases was from the North Central Area and the Mid-
dle West, with the smallest proportion from the South Central
Area. All twenty-three of the studies showed the percentage of
j
returns of the questionnaires. This was the only item considered
in all the studies. Only five of the studies had less than fiftjjr
per cent of the questionnaires returned. None of the studies
included more than 500 cases. There were forty-two per cent of
the graduates who furthered their education.
It was found in fifteen studies that 63.6 per cent of the .
students were in the town or district in which they resided at
the time of their graduation. The greatest 'number of students
were employed in office work in their initial positions. In
seven studies it was found that 38*2 per cent were in this clas-
sification. Only 28.9 per cent of the boys were so engaged, but
1 Ditmars, Earl E. "A Sumiiaary of Comparable Data Found in
Twenty-Three Selected Masters’ Theses Reporting Follow-Up Studies
of High Schools." Review of Business Education—Research Issue .
I 9A7 Series—Numbers 3 and 4. Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. July, 19-^7. pp. 8-12.
ioocf bnjE 3'ieji*C‘;>w iot'tlo .CaTcane^ .'iiiiSklo eJ oJ
iuo ^atball io ©eoq^ijjq rlitlw aXoofioa rf3 irl *io aelbLi-ei -\:ollo’t
'
T^ii£Oi i>nuol 9^^ .soibiwja te jibm nl bnuo"! aaw &Jtab ^bJh
oris d^jjo"i£iS jeii/ol't'LLo 'iloriS eSxmsrvo oj bo'wvBiiJbnkf evBCi sloortta
bdvieoQT ajBii rio'ij&9a6i 1q omS aiiiJ' aexbt/J« qi^-wol-ol Xo yau
3aInXii»'i9J9b lo boriJ^9iii bostrt^ooo'i b aii ncixifoXjfa elcijB'ioJbianca
-uftaT^ cJT^tS emiJiXd \;i)Lr^a aXriJ nl .iooiloa OiiS io aj&oooa SfU
J6e^ii9T3 enrfT- .e»d'S*t3 asvals nl b^JaooI alooxfoo i3 lrf lo aoj-s
-bJtH erfj DCiB s9iA Ia'i,JneO odS mo-tt &few aesijo lo rtoX^'Xoqc;'iq
laTwaaO riSuo'c 9ri»t aioal aol^‘'ioqo*rq j-sallsme sricJ riJxw ,JasW oXb
lo OjfiJn90'iyq eris baworia SL.^tbuSs ecix lo oo^tnS-vSkiOYi IIA .jae'iA ,
boieblaaoo msjX ^{;Xnc eilX asw ti^riT . iS'iifinnoX'faajjp eriJ lo en'iuJs't^
iifixij’ aayX bjuii aaXXuXs odS io avX'l v.X**0 ,C' IbL'Sz odS IZb nl"
erlX 'to &no:‘ ' .bon'iuXs'i aenlscacl Jo&jjp aiiJ lo J^neo rreq
lo Saoo Tceq owS-'iS'io'l o'l^v e'XoxlT . ^QaBu JO^ jnusrU o'lom babwloni
abJ lo Jneo 'isq aetbuSa nosllil nl iinwcl ajBw vti
Sb JbebXae'i ^©ricf rloXriv al 'lo nwoX oiil riX ©"low a.taaboJ’a
aJnaXu'ja lo 'looc-un' ^89C^J?y't^ ©liT *xX9ilJ lo er.;iJ arii
-aoio 3 ld.t ftX 9'iGw x-fiso loq 2.0^ XenX bnwol a^w SI aaXJboJa aevse
^jjd ,jbe3 jti)ne os O'lov.' e edJ lo jaeo loq ^.8S iL.iO .aoXJeoXlXa j
nl biUJO'i bJeX sIX£'’i£qiuoO lo A.” .a X'I,'.^ .ais.'ulXJ X
©Ibi'Xa qU-woIXc'€ ^nXX'ioqoH eeeydT 'a-iola^i'Ji^b&looXyc, ©.'irfl- :XnevfT
. »r3Ql ii.o*XjaDe9H--ffoXX90objl aaealaati Iv vreiv^H *'.eXocxio8 43 IK Ic '
-aarioyK aaii XiS'x;/j‘XJoX‘i3A aaoiijuIiO s’X^daiijyi-^fx^i’wS^
.SX-w .qq .T'J^-'^X •. ^XwT. . BC'.OiiiiljiO ..'XOJfiwX'IiXa ,93sXXpl I^ol :i
.noX^isoob© 'ilsfij' bo'ioriX'iol obw eoJaubxT^ ©ill
r.X .afioXlXsoq Isislai n.tedS ax Xaow 0OXIIO nX b9\;oXqni9 eoiew
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55.5 per cent of the sirls went into offices after graduating
from high school.
All of the studies agreed that tne graduates secured their
first joh by their own initiative. Forty-three per cent of the
1,238 graduates for whom the method of securing the first Job
was reported stated that friends helped them secure their first
Job.
Although a majority of the investigators called attention
to a need for curricular revision, they gave no definite sug-
gestions. Five concluded that the curriculum was meeting sat-
isfactorily the needs of the graduates as revealed in the stud-
ies.
Ditmars concluded that, because of the lack of comparable
data, there was a need for some consistent pattern in follow-
up studies. The findings in the various studies did not clearly
connect the compiled information on the graduates with the ex-
isting curriculum. There is an obvious need for tne develop-
ment of a technique for using follow-ups. The lack of distri-
bution by years in the studies used in this survey showed an
important weakness of follow-ups. This is a very essential mat-
ter because such items such as mobility and employment and un-
employment of graduates depends a great deal upon this. It was
also shown that the initial Job may vary from community to com-
munity, Due to the fact that so many of the graduates secured
employment on their own initiative, the hign schools should
give training in employment procedures, ethics, techniques of
applying for a Job, and knowledge of Job selection.
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A. H. Hemkin^ submitted a report on an Inquiry that was
made in Green River, Wyoming. It was the feeling of the School
Administration in the Lincoln High School that the business de-
partment was meeting the personal needs of the people who had
enrolled for courses in the department. There was, however,
a certain amount of criticism coming to the school officials
and the instructors in the various departments.
In order to try to solve the causes of this criticism, an
inquiry was mailed to a group of representative businessmen in
Green River, Wyoming, with the thought in mind of sampling all
types of business represented in the community. This inquiry
was accompanied by a letter of explanation asking the coopera-
tion of the businessmen involved. The purpose of this inquiry
was to discover the deficiencies of the business graduates of
the high school who remain in the local community and do not
go on to college or university. Another purpose was to dis-
cover whether personality development should be stressed more
highly in the high school curriculum and whether the business-
men would be Interested in participating in a part-time coop-
erative program.
An analysis was then made of the returns of the Inquiry and
the data were organized. It was found that in general the gradu-
ates of the business department had met the demands of the com-
munity; however, they did have many serious deficiencies.
^ Hemkln, A. H. "The Business Department and the Local
Community." Balance Sheet . October, 1947 *
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The most listed courses that showed deficiencies were of-
|
fice practice, salesmanship, business English, and business
|
mathematics.
The most necessary office machines were typewriters,
adding machines, posting machines, stencil duplicators, cal-
culators, and fluid process duplicators.
An overwhelming majority, of the businessmen answering
thought that personality development should be more highly
stressed.
About one-half of the businessmen stated they would be in-
terested in participating in a part-time cooperative program.
Others were interested, but their type of business did not
warrant such a program. There was a large percentage of "no
comment" on this question, probably due to the fact that not
enough time was spent in explaining the operation and scope of
such a program.
Many schools are conducting follow-up studies of their
graduates. There is no doubt but these studies help the school
administration in evaluating their present curricula and pro-
vide data in helping them to revise this curricula in order to
better serve their students and the community in the future.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE IN COLLECTING DATA
Before conducting this follow-up study permission to do
so was received from the Superintendent of Schools in Fall
River and from the Principal of the B. M. C. Durfee High School,
There are different ways to conduct a follow-up study. In
1Practical Handbook for Counselors the following information is
given relative to the procedure of conducting a follow-up
study:
Methods of follow-up will vary with the locality
and with available time and facilities. Where a small
school may use interviews with each person who has left
school, a larger institution must rely on a mailed re-
turn, In general, however, the purpose and the results
will probably be quite similar regardless of methods
or plans employed. Material will be most valuable if
interpretation is made with the local situation con-
stantly in mind.
As this follow-up study was made of graduates of a large
school and conducted by one person, it would be impossible to
have a personal Interview with each individual. Due to this
fact questionnaires were sent to the graduates, and they were
asked to fill these in.
It was necessary when making up the questionnaire to keep
in mind the Information that was desired in order to meet the
^ New York State Counselors Association, Practical Hand '
book for Counselors. Science Research Associates, Chicago,
1946. p. 111.
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objectives of the follow-up study. A questionnaire was made out,
and then it was checked by the Director of Vocational Guidance
in the Fall River School Department and by the Principal of the
B. M. C. Durfee Hish School. It was then mimeographed and
brought into a Graduate Research Class In Business Education at
Boston University. Each member of the class was given a ques-
tionnaire to fill in and asked to criticize it. As a result of
the discussion many helpful suggestions were received, and the
questionnaire was revised.
j
As this follow-up study was being conducted with the spe-
|
cific objective of evaluating the present Commercial Curriculum
of the B. M. C. Durfee High School, it was felt that the fol-
lowing questions should be in the questionnaire;
1. The person's name, present address, marital status,
and present working status,
2. The curriculum they had while in high school--steno-
graphic, accounting, or clerical.
3. Veteran or nonveteran.
4. Attendance at other schools after graduation from
high school.
5. Type of jobs graduates have had.
6. Method of securing jobs.
7. The number of graduates who had to take tests in
order to secure their jobs and the type of tests
they had to take.
8. The difficulties they had in any of their jobs
due to lack of preparation in high school.
9. The duties the graduates perform most frequently
in their present job.
10.
The office machines the graduates use all the time,
very frequently, and very seldom.
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11. The number of graduates who did part-time work
while in high school, the type of work, and was
the experience beneficial to them,
12. The commercial subjects that have been most valu-
ble to them and the commercial subjects that have
had little or no value to them.
13. The noncommercial subjects that have been most
valuable to them and the noncommercial subjects
that have had little or no value to them.
14. The subjects that they did not study in high
school but for which they have since felt a
need.
15. Suggestions that they can make for improving the
present commercial curriculum.
The revised questionnaire was then given to two members of
B. M. C. Durfee High School Class of 1945 who had worked, been
in the Armed Forces, and were now back at high school taking
post-graduate work. They were timed while filling in the ques-
tionnaire, and they completed it in fifteen minutes. They were
asked if all the questions were easy to understand, and they
stated that they were. Stencils were then cut of the three
pages of the questionnaire, run off, and stapled together. See
page 32.
The next step was to write the letter which was to be sent
out with the questionnaire explaining the purpose of the study.
This letter was signed by both the Principal of the B. M. C.
Durfee High School as well as the writer. See page 33.
An envelope addressed to the writer was enclosed with the
letter and the questionnaire.
It was then necessary to devise a plan in order that the
graduates would receive these questionnaires. As stated above
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NAiViE
,
CLASS
Last (Maiden Name
if Married)
First Middle
lUHRIAGE NAME
Last
PliESENT ADDRESS _
Street
Please Circle answer when you have a choice
Husband^ s First
13aTy Stale
1« Mele Female Single ^Married Widowed Nonveteran—Veteran
2, Course taken in high school Stenographic-—^Accounting—•^-Clerical
3* What are you doing at the present time?
Going to school Working full time Working part time
At Home In U. S, Armed Forces Unemployed
If you have attended any other school since graduating from Durfee, Please4,
NAiVS OF
SCHOOL
COURSE
TAKEN
day OR
EVENING
Dates oF
ATTENDAi^CE
certificate or
DIPLOMA RECEIVED
1
From
To
From
To
J
From
To i
5. Will you please list in order the jobs you have held since graduating frrm
high school? ( Include time spent in Armed Forces and rank at time of dis-
charge)
NAi'-.S AND address
OF EIViPLOYFJl,-,,-
KIND OF
ffllSXNESS -
EXACT
.
,
DUTIES
•
DATES
(Mo.&YrvI-
SALaRY
.X,Per..WRj
" REASoir FOR
"
leaving
\
!
,
6 .
“ Job i
'
3 tone
•
'job 2 ‘1 Job" 3 job'"4'' Job 5 JobT"
Through the high school
X* friend or relative
Newspaper Advertisement
Personal Application
U* S. Employment Service
Private Employment Agency
Civil Service
Other means—Specify
|
L_.. . . 1
*1
\
I
1
V
•jf'r
•
' 1
r
.X,
_2- 32a
7 . Did you have to take any tests in order to secure any of your jobs? Tes No
If answer is yes, fill in the following;
Examples; typing tes t, intelligence test^ etc.
' TYPE OF TEST
1 —zj .
1 COMPANY THAT GIVES TEST
r
S. Did you have any difficulties in any of your Jobs because of lack of prepa-
ration in subjects you had taken in school? If so, please list them,
(Examples; Insufficient dictation speed, typing envelopes, taking a
trial balance, using a cash register, etc.)
9* What duties do you perform most frequently in your present Job?
(Ex-'^mples; filing, typing, answering the phone, selling, etc.) Please list
in order of frequency,
I 2 3
4.
.^..,5 6
10. What office machines have you used on any of your Jobs? (Please check)
Make of Machine Use Ail the Time
j
Great Deal Very Little
Adding Machine
. Addressograph
Bookkeeping Machine
Burroughs Calculator
Comptometer
Dictaphone
Ediphone
Ditto
Mimeograph
Monroe Calculator
Multigraph
Rexograph
Typewvi ter
Standard L’.iplicatoi
Sp e ci fy) — —
1
11. Did you do part-time work while in high school? Yes No
If answer is yes, what type of work was it?
12. Was the experience you gained in the work beneficial to you in any *f your
Jobs? (please be frank)
r
V
T %
(>
1
(
f
>J>-
•
'/'-Cl
(4ej
.
•
•Vi‘
December 3, 19^7
Dear
We are writing to you, a graduate of the B. M.
C. Durfee High School, to help us in a study of the
subjects offered in our Commercial Curriculum.
It will require only a few minutes of your time
to supply us with the information we need.
Enclosed is a questionnaire which covers the
following items: have you been employed in the type
of work for which you were trained, what school sub-
jects were most beneficial to you, what were some of
the difficulties you met when first employed, and what
suggestions you, because of your experience, can make
for improving the commercial curriculum in order to
be more beneficial to future students.
Won't you please assist us and answer the en-
closed questionnaire and return it in the enclosed
self-addressed envelope as soon as possible?
Your name will be used only for checking our list
when questionnaires are returned, so please feel free
to answer questions frankly.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours.
Charles V. Carroll, Principal
Katherine L. Hogan, Instructor
of Commercial Subjects
Questionnaire
Self-aadressed envelope
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this study was being made in a large high school, and the cost
of mailing all the questionnaires would be a very expensive
proposition* It was then decided to follow the alternative plaij.
for conducting a follow-up study outlined by Landy and others^:
An alternative plan for getting the inventories
into the hands of former students is to have as many
of them as possible delivered by students now in
school* The use of the mail would still have to be
resorted to for those former students no longer re-
siding in the local school community*
At first it was planned to take a sampling of the Commer-
cial Graduates of the Classes 19^3 through 1947. If fifty per
cent of these returned the questionnaires, only twenty-five per
cent of the Classes would be represented and it was felt that
this would not give a very good picture. It was then decided
to contact all the Commercial Graduates of these five classes
in order to get a higher percentage of returns and more infor-
mation*
After this was decided upon it was necessary to get the
lists of the graduates of these classes and check the permanent
life cards in the school files in order to find out what gradu-
ates had pursued the Commercial Course in High School, and also
obtain their address and parent’s or guardian's name. When
pthese lists were completed, the Fall River City Directory was
checked to see if the graduate or some member of the family was
residing at the address given on the life card* If it was found
^ Landy, Edward, Director* "The Occupational Follow-Up and
Adjustment Service Plan*" (Revised Edition) National Associa-
tion of Secondary School Principals, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N*
W*, Washington, D. C*, c 1941* p. 6
^ Fall River City Directory * R. L. Polk and Company, Pub-
lishersT~nTXIncoT!rs^reer7~Boston, Mass* c 1946
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that there was no member of the family residing at the address
given, then the parent's name was looked up in order to obtain
the present address. Some of the graduates had moved to other
cities, but in most cases their present address was obtained
from students now in school. When this work was completed, mem
bers of the writer's present classes were asked to volunteer
to deliver the questionnaires to the graduates that they knew
or who lived in their immediate vicinity. In this way all but
66 of the 868 questionnaires were delivered personally.
These questionnaires were delivered during the first and
second weeks of December, 19^7, The students who delivered the
were advised to tell the graduates that if they wanted them to
call for the completed questionnaires they would do so, or,
if they preferred, they could mall them to the writer.
After three weeks had elapsed there were 254 completed
a
' questionnaires returned and seven others had been returned by
the Post Office as the students had moved and no forwarding
I
!
address was available. This meant that 29*3 P©r cent of the
'
(
;
questionnaires had been completed and returned, .8 per cent had
moved and their addresses unknown, and 607 or 69*9 per cent
were still unanswered.
During the first week of January, 1948 an attempt was then
made to see if more questionnaires would be completed and re-
turned, The students who delivered the questionnaires were
;
asked to contact the graduates either by telephone or in person
i and ask them if they would please fill in the questionnaire.
One week was allowed to see what the outcome of this second
anj ^iu:£)i;ae'i 'ilL.iHli ©dJ^ to ‘iediowai oa es^f ©dsrid
f
^
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-0*1 bfiB bejoXqmoo ©d XjXjjow aenXannoidaaup ©'lom tl aea od ooBjat
11
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a lew aa'iiannoldaoijp odd denavllojb odw adnodjLfde exlT .dennud
iioEieq nX no anoriqeXod taddX© aedewdan^ odd doadnoo od b^'Aa&
.
otXf.xixioXd'ieup add nl XXXt oaaeXq dioow i^erid tX aiedd xaa dna
fenooeu ftidd to oatoiyiuo erid dadv od XsewoilB aBW deew onO
attempt would be. Only 59 more questionnaires were returned at
the end of this week, which meant that a total of 513 or 36 .
1
per cent of the questionnaires had been completed and returned.
It was then decided to mail a follow-up letter (See page 3
to those graduates who had not responded to the first letter or
telephone call. This letter with another questionnaire and an
addressed envelope was mailed on January 15
,
1948 . Two weeks
were allowed for all graduates to answer the questionnaire and
return it. As a result of this second follow-up letter 199
more questionnaires were returned making a total of 512 or 60
per cent of all questionnaires completed and returned.
It was then necessary to study each question and tabulate
the results. These findings are all shown in tables in Chap-
ter IV.
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January 15, 19^8
Dear Graduate,
Last month I sent you a questionnaire regarding
the subjects you studied while in high school and your
work experience since graduating from high school*
Up to the present time I have not received your
completed questionnaire, and without your cooperation
the study that is being made will not be successful.
I am enclosing another questionnaire in case you
have misplaced the first one that was sent to you. I
shall appreciate it very much if you will take a few
minutes and fill out the questionnaire and return it
to me as soon as possible in the enclosed addressed
envelope.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Katherine L. Kogan
Questionnaire
Envelope
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the Commercial
Curriculum of the B. M. C, Durfee High School in Fall River,
Massachusetts and to make suggestions for its improvement*
The information presented in this chapter was obtained by
sending out questionnaires to the commercial graduates of the
Classes of 1943 through 194? inclusive. There were 871 com-
j
I
!'
mercial graduates in the five classes, but one girl and one
boy of the Class of 1943 and one boy of the Class of 1944 were
deceased so a total of 868 questionnaires was sent out.
In the Class of 1943 there were 34 boys and 113 sire with
a total of 147* In the Class of 1944 there were 28 boys and
125 girls with a total of 153 • In the Class of 1945 there were
36 boys and 176 girls with a total of 212. In the Class of
194b there were 17 boys and I65 girls with a total of 182, In
the Class of 1947 there were 27 boys and 147 girls with a total
of 174 . In all classes there were 142 boys and 726 girls with
a total of 868, Table I shows that in the Class of 1943, 73 or
49.7 per cent of the questionnaires were returned; in the Class
of 1944
, 75 or 49 per cent of the questionnaires were returned;
in the Class of 1945, 126 or 59*4 per cent of the quest!onnaireb
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were returned; in the Class of 1946, 116 or 64.8 per cent of
the questionnaires were returned; in the Class of 1947* 120 or
69 per cent of the questionnaires were returned, and in the
five classes combined 512 or 60 per cent of the questionnaires
were returned. It also shows that in the Class of 1943* 3 stu-
dents or 2 per cent had moved with no forwarding address avail-
able and in the Class of 1945# 4 students or 2 per cent had
moved with no forwarding address available. In the two classes
there were 7 students or ,8 per cent who had moved with no for-
warding address available.
TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
Number Sent Number Returned Per Cent Address Per
Claes Boys G-irls Total Boys G-irls Total Returned Unknown Cent
1943 34 113 147 19 54 73 49.7 3 2.0
1944 28 125 153 11 64 75 49.0 0 0.0
1945 36 176 212 22 104 126 59.4 4 2.0
1946 17 165 182 11 107 118 64.8 0 0.0
1947 27 147 174 20 100 120 69.0 0 0.0
Totals 142 726 868 83 429 512 60.0 7 0.8
Tables II through VI shows the distribution of question-
naires in the different classes dividing them into the three
divisions: stenographic, accounting, and clerical. It is
easily seen the Stenographic Division had the largest number of!
students enrolled in it and it was most popular with the girls.
The largest number of boys was enrolled in the Accounting
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Division. There was a higher percentage of returns from those
students who were in the Stenographic Division. This may be due
to the fact that many of these students have good office jobs
and wanted to complete the questionnaires. The lowest percent-
age of returns was from the students who were in the Clerical
Division and this may be due to the fact that many of these
students do not have office jobs and felt that it was not nec-
essary to complete the questionnaire. This was indicated by
some graduates who were asked personally about the question-
naire.
TABLE II
CLASS OF 1943
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
ACCORDING TO DIVISIONS
Sent Returned
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Course No. P No. % No. % No. % No. No. %
Sten, 8 5.5 60 40.8 68 46.3 7 4.8 35 23.8 42 28.6
Acct. 14 9.5 29 19.7 43 29.2 7 4.8 10 6.8 16 11.6
Cler, 12 8.2 24 1^.3 3^ 24.5 5 3.4 9 6.1 l4 9.5
Total 23.2 113 76.8 147 100.0 19 13.0 54 56.7 73 49.7
TABLE III
CLASS OF 1944
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
ACCORDING TO DIVISIONS
Sent I Leturned
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Course No. No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
Sten. 6 3.9 61 39.9 67 43.8 3 1.9 34 22.2 37 24.1
Acct. 15 9.8 37 24.2 52 34.0 7 4.6 17 11.1 24 15.7
Cler. 7 4.6 27 17.6 34 22.2 1 .7 13 8.5 14 9.2
Total 28 18.3 125 81.7 153 100.0 11 7.2 64 41.8 75 49.0
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TABLE IV
CLASS OF 1945
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
ACCORDING TO DIVISIONS
Sent Returned
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Course No. No. i No. No. % No. % No. %
Sten. 8 84 92 . 43,4
,
8 3f8 25.9 29^
Acct, 18 8.5 36 17.0 54 25.5 9 4.2 21 9.9 30 14.1
Cler, 10 4.7 56 26.4 66 31.1 5 2.4 28 13.2 33 15.6
Total 36 17.0 176 83.0 212 100.0 22 10.4 104 49.0 126 59.4
TABLE V
CLASS OF 1946
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
ACCORDING TO DIVISIONS
Sent Returned
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Course No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.
,
%
Sten. 9 4.9 84 46.2 93 51.1 5 2.8 65 35.7 70 38.5
Acct. 5 2.7 30 16.5 35 19.2 4 2.2 17 9.3 21 11.5
Cler. 3 1.7 51 28.0 54 29.7 2 1.1 25 13.7 27 14.8
Total 17 9.3 165 90.7 182 100.0 11 6.1 107 58.7 118 64.8
TABLE VI
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
ACCORDING TO DIVISIONS
CLASS OF 1947
Sent Returned
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Course No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. p
Sten. 3 1.7 62 35.7 65 yt.k 3 1.7 49 28.2 52 29.9
Acct. 8 4.6 32 18.4 40 23.0 7 4.0 21 12.1 28 16.1
Cler. 16 9.2 53 30.4 69 39.6 10 5.8 30 17.2 40 23.0
Total 27 15.5 147 84.5 174 100.0 20 11.5 100 57.5 120 69.0
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2. Where do the graduates secure employment. j'
Table VII shows that most of the graduates remained in Fall!
River to secure employment. By suburbs is meant the towns of
Swansea, Somerset, Tiverton, Westport, and Assonet. These townci
are all adjacent to Fall River; out of town means those gradu-
ates who are living outside of Fall River at the present time-
some of these graduates are married and some of them are just
working out of town; going to school and living out of town com-
prises the third group in this table. It can be seen that a
very small percentage of our graduates leave Fall River to se-
cure employment. Our high school graduates entered employment
in the stores, offices, factories and other places of business
in Fall River.
TABLE VII
PRESENT RESIDENCE OF OUR GRADUATES
Suburbs Out of City At School
Out of Cit.-v
Class Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
1945 0 2% % 11% 0 0
1944 6 9% 0 % 0 2%
1945 1>% 0 % 9^ 2%
1946 0 2% 0 2% 0 0
1947 0 6% 0 4% % 2%
3. How many of our graduates marry and how soon after gradua-
tion do they marry.
Table VIII shows that as we go back in the years more of
the graduates are married. It is interesting to note that none
of the boys who graduated in 194? and answered the questionnaire
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have married. There was a greater percentage of the girls who
married than boys.
TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO ARE MARRIED
CLASS BOYS GIRLS
1943 11 36
1944 9 28
1945 4 17
1946 9 7
1947 0 5
4. How many of our graduates have been in the armed services.
Table IX shows us how many of our graduates were veterans.
There are no girls listed as veterans as most of our girls were
too young to Join the services open to them. In the Class of
1943, 84 per cent of the boys were veterans., in the Class of
1944, 82 per cent of the boys were veterans, in the Class of
1945, 77 per cent of the boys were veterans, in the Class of
1946, 9 per cent of the boys were veterans, and in the Class of
1947, 25 per cent of the boys were veterans. It is interesting
to note that the 25 per cent of the boys who were veterans in
the Class of 1947 were boys whose high school education was in-
terrupted by World War II and who, when they were discharged frcjm
the Armed Forces, returned to high school to graduate.
TABLE IX
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GRADUATES WHO WERE VETERANS
Class 1943 1944 1955 T946
Boys 84^ 82fo 77% 9% 2^%
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5. What are our graduates doing at the present time*
It was very important to find out what our graduates are
doing at the present time in order to see how many of them are j
working and to see how many are going to school.
Table X shows us that the greatest percentage of girls are
working full-time, and the greatest percentage of boys are going
to school. It is interesting to note that the reason the great-
est percentage of boys are going to school is due to the fact
that many of them are veterans and are taking advantage of the
educational benefits provided to veterans by the government.
This is shown more clearly in Table XIII. Over 80 per cent of
the girls are working full-time with the exception of the girls
in the Class of 1943 where only 70 per cent of the girls are
working full-time. But as we look at the table we see that
26 per cent of the girls in the Class of 1943 have stated that
they are at home". This is probably due to the high percentage
of the girls in this class who are married at this time. In the
Class of 1943 and the Class of 1946 there are more boys who are
working full-time than going to school. Nine per cent of the
boys in the Class of 1945, 18 per cent of the boys in the Claes
of 1946, and 5 per cent of the boys in the Class of 1947 are in
the armed services. There are 9 per cent of the boys in the
Class of 1944 and 18 per cent of the boys in the Class of 1946
who are unemployed, but there is only 1 per cent of the girls
in the Class of 1947 who is unemployed. There is a very small
percentage of the graduates who are working part-time.
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1TABLE X
PRESENT ACTIVITIES OF GRADUATES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Going to School 37* 2 64 1 '77 12 36 6 55 _ 20
Working full-time 68 70 45
"
86 18 83 45 94 55 84
Working part-time 0 2 0 0 9 3 9 0 0 3
At Home 0 26 0 13 0 8 0 3 0
In Service 0 0 0 0 9 0 18 0 5 0
Unemployed 0 0 9 0 0 0 18 0 0 1
Percentage
i;
6* Do our graduates attend school full-time or part-time.
It is necessary to find out whether or not the graduates
attend school full-time or part-time. The reason for this is
that many graduates who attend school part-time do so not be-
cause they feel their high school education has not been suffi-
cient, but because they like to take review courses and advancec.
courses in the subjects they had in high school.
Table XI shows us the percentage of students who are attend,
ing school full-time at the present time, and those who are at-
tending school part-time at the present time. In the majority
of cases there are more students attending school full-time.
In the Class of 1943, 32 per cent of the boys are attending
school full-time and only 5 per cent are attending part-time.
In the Class of 1944, 45 per cent of the boys are attending
school full-time and 18 per cent are attending part-time. In ,
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the Class of 1945, 59 per cent of the boys are attending school
full-time and 18 per cent are attending part-time. In the Clast
of 1946, 18 per cent of the boys are attending school full-time
and 18 per cent are attending part-time. In the Class of 1947,
40 per cent of the boys are attending school full-time and
15 per cent are attending part-time.
The percentage of girls attending school is much lower thar
the boys. In the Class of 1943, only 2 per cent of the girls
are attending school full-time, and no girls are attending part-
time. In the Class of 1944, there are no girls attending school
either full-timev or part-time. In the Class of 1945, 9 per cent
of the girls are attending school full-time and 3 per cent are
attending part-time. In the Class of 1946, 3 per cent are at-
tending school full-time and 5 per cent are attending part-time.
In the Class of 1947, 9 per cent of the girls are attending
school full-time and 11 per cent are attending part-time.
There are more boys in the Class of 1945 who are attending
school at the present time than in the other classes, and there
are more girls in the Class of 1947 who are attending school at
present than in the other classes,
TABLE XI
GRADUATES ATTENDING SCHOOL AT PRESENT
CLASS 1945 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B 'G B G B G
Full-time 32^ 2 45 0 59 9 18 3 40 9
Part-time 5 0 18 0 18 3 18 5 15 11
Percentage
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The percentage of students who have attended school full-
time and those who have attended school part-time is shown in
Table XII. There was a very small percentage in all classes
who had attended school, and of those who had the largest per-
centage of the graduates attended school part-time.
TABLE XII
GRADUATES WHO HAD ATTENDED SCHOOL
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Full-time 11* 17 0 14 5 11 9 6 0 C
Part-time 11 30 9 20 9 16 0 17 0 0
•^Percentage
It is interesting to note that in the Class of 1944 no boyn
attended school full-time, but if you look back at Table XI you
see that 45 per cent of the boys are attending school full-time
at present. In the Class of 1946 no boys attended school part-
time. In the Class of 1947 there are no students listed who
have attended school because these students are still attending
school and the percentages were given in Table XI.
7. What percentage of the boys who are attending school or hav<i
attended school are veterans.
In Table XIII we see the percentage of boys who are attend*’
ing school or who have attended school who are veterans. In tho
Classes of 1943, 1944, and 1945, over 80 per cent of the boys
who are attending school or have attended school are veterans.
In the Class of 1946, there are no veterans listed attending
school, and in the Class of 1947, 18 per cent of the boys who
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are attending school full-time are veterans. This 18 per cent
represents the hoys who were in the armed services and returned
j
I
to high school when discharged.
TABLE XIII
PERCENTAaE OF BOYS WHO ARE VETERANS
ATTENDING SCHOOL OR HAVE ATTENDED SCHOOL
SINCE DISCHARGE
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
Full-time 63 63 65 0 18
Part-time 18 25 15 0 0
8. What percentage of our graduates go to business schools or
colleges, and what other types of schools or colleges do they
attend.
Table XIV shows us the different schools that our gradu-
ates attend at present or have attended. It is easily seen tha1i
the majority of commercial students who attend school after
graduation continue to study the business subjects. The high-
est percentage of girls attended the local business schools
evenings. The highest percentage of boys attended Bryant Col-
lege in Providence, Rhode Island, and they studied Accounting
and Business Administration. Some of the girls have attended
schools of beauty culture and schools of nursing. There are
also some who have studied fashion designing and music, A few
of the girls have attended liberal arts colleges and two girls
are attending the providence Bible Institute, one is attending
Boston University, School of Education, and one has become a
Roman Catholic Nun and is teaching in a Parochial School in
Fall River,
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TABLE XIV
SCHOOLS* ATTENDED BY GRADUATES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
BUSINESS SCHOOLS
.. — 2 5 3 — ..Allen' s—Days
Allen' s—Evenings - 4 - 3 - 3 - - - -
Bentley's School of
Accounting—Days
Boston, Mass.
10 -
Durfee High—Evenings 5 6 - 3 5 8 - 4- 5 4
Bryant College—Days
Providence, R. I. 16 4 18 2 22 2 9 20 —
Bryant-Stratton Business
School—Days--Boston - - 9 - - - - - - -
Chatmberlain School of
Retailing—Days—Boston rsC. ••
Fall River Business
Institute—Days 2 9 • 0C. _9 2 — 1
Fall River Business
Institute—EveningiB 5 9 _ 3 2 2 1
Northeastern University
School of Bus. Admin.
Boston, Mass.—Days
- - - - 5 - - - - «»•
Private Tutoring
Shorthand and Typing r\ ..
Thibodeau's—Days 5 - - 3 9 1 - 4 5 2
Thibodeau'
s
—Evenings 5 9 18 6 14 3 9 8 10 5
Underwood Elliott Fisher
Accounting School—Days
Providence, R. I.
5 -
Western Union School—Days - 4 - 3 - mm - - - -
3ANKING
r>t
a 2
American Institute of
Banking—Evenings
* Schools are located In Fall River unless stated diiferently
.
** Percentage
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TABLE XIV (Continued)
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
BEAUTY CULTURE
. . 2 2
Fall River Academy of
Beauty Culture—Days
Wilfred Academy—Days
Boston, Mass. - 2 - 2 - - - 1 - -
BIBLE INSTITUTE
. . . 1 1
Providence Bible Institute
Providence, R, I.—Days
ENGINEERING
. . . . 5 . mm
The Citadel, Charleston,
S. C.—Days
FASHION DESIGN
6 2 3
Bradford Durfee Technical
Institute—Evenings
Modern School of Fashion
Design—Boston—Days - - - - - 1 - 1 - 1
School of practical Arts
Boston—Days - - - - 5 1 - - -
LAW
Benjamin Franiclin Univer-
sity, Washington, D. C.
Evenings
5
George Washington Law
School, Washington, D. C.
Days
- - - - 5 - - - - -
:.IBERAL ARTS COLLEGE
5
Coburn Classical Institute
Watervllle, Maine—Days
Emerson College—Days
Boston « 2
St. Anselm's College
Manchester, N. H.—Days 5
Simmons College—Days
Boston, Mass. - - - 2 - - - - - -
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TABLE XIV (Continued)
CLASS 19A3 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
MUSIC
Boston Universlty-“Days
College of Music 1 mm
Juillard School of Music
New York- -Days • — 1 _ mm
New England Conservatory
Of Music--Boston—Summer .. mm m.
Saltman School of Modern
Music--Days 5
NURSING
Fitchburg State Teachers
College
— 5 yr. course 1
St. Anne's Hospital
—
School of Nursing 2 • 2 — _
Truesdale Hospital--
School of Nursing - - - - - 2 - - - ->
Union ^Hospital
—
School of Nursing 4 «i> 4 1 2
POSTGRADUATE
B. M. C. Durfee High — 2 14 .. 5 —
TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Bradford Durfee Technical
Institute—Days 5 9 mm 9
Bradford Durfee Technical
Institute—Evenings •> - • -I - 9 - - -
Diman Vocational School
Evenings - mm 2 — 1 — - — —
TEACHING
Boston University—School
of Education—Days 1
Mt. St. Rita's Novitiate,
Cumberland, R. I.—Days - 2
V X- ; _ I _ - -
.
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One of the boys is studying engineering, two are studying
law, two are attending liberal arts colleges, and two are study-
ing music. There are only a few of the boys attending Techni-
cal Schools.
The majority of schools attended by our graduates are lo-
cated in and around Fall River so that they will be looking for
employment in Fall River.
9* How many of our graduates were employed by the U. S. Civil
Service during World War II.
Table XV shows us the percentage of graduates who were em-
ployed by the U. S. Civil Service Commission during the War
years. There were 5 per cent of the boys in the Class of 19^3
employed by the Civil Service and 38 per cent of the girls in
the Class of 19^3 employed by the Civil Service. Of the num-
ber of girls in the Class of 19^3 employed by the Civil Service,
28 per cent were employed at Newport, Rhode Island, which is
about fifteen miles from Fall River. In the Class of 19^4, 9 p€
cent of the boys and 10 per cent of the girls were employed by
the Civil Service. In the Class of 19^5* 5 per cent of the boy£
and 16 per cent of the girls were employed by the Civil Service.
It is interesting to note that in the Classes of 1946 and 1947*
there were no graduates employed by the Civil Service. This may
be due to the fact that the Naval Torpedo Station was moved from
Newport to the middle west, and Camp Myles Standish in Taunton
and Camp Edwards in Bourne were closed. The age was raised to
eighteen years for employment by the Civil Service from sixteen
years which prevailed during the war.
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TABLE XV
GPIADUATES EMPLOYED BY U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
CLASS 1943 1944 1945
SEX Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys GirlE
Camp Edwards,
Bourne, Mass, - . — —
Camp Myles Standish,
Taunton, Mass. — %
Naval Hospital,
Newport, R, I, - • — —
Naval Torpedo Station,
Newport, R. I, - 2$ Q%
Naval Training Station,
Newport, R.^ I, _ % %
Navy Department,
Boston, Mass. - •
D. P. A. Office,
Fall River, Mass, - 2$ - -
/eterans Administration,
Fall River, Mass, - 6% 9% 2%
Washington, D^ C, % 2% - - % 1%
10. What branches of the armed services were our graduates in
and what type of work did they do while they were in the ser-
vice.
Table XVI shows us the number of boys who served in the
different branches of the armed services. It is interesting
to note that the majority of these boys benefited from their
commercial education in high school. There were thirty-eight
boys who did some type of office work, directly or indirectly,
and only seven who did not do any type of office work.
More than half of the boys were in the U. S. Army,

TABLE XVI
BRANCH OF SERVICE AND DUTIES
CLASS 19^3 1944 1945 1946 1947
U. S. AI^IY
1 2Administrative Office Clerk
Battalion Clerk 1 - 1 - -
Chief of Accounting Section - - 1 - mm
Clerk-Typist 4 3 4 1 -
Court Reporter - - 1 - -
High Speed Radio Operator 1 - - - -
Infantry 2 1 - - -
Medical Clerk-Stenographer 1 - - - -
Personnel Sergeant - - 1 - -
U. S. COAST GUARD
1 _ tmStorekeeper
U. S. MARINE
1 i. _ 1Clerk
|U. S. NAVY
Machinist Mate 1 - - -
Mailman 1 1 - - -
Personnel Clerk - - - - 1
, Pharmacist's Mate 2 - - - -
i Radio Operator 1 - -
Storeiceeper - m 2 1 -
Telephone Repairman 1 - mm - -
Yeoman 1 1 4 - -
11* what were the ratings of our graduates at the time of dis-
charge from U. S. Armed Service.
Table^XVII shows us that of all the boys who were in the
army the lowest rank at time of discharge was private first
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class. All the hoys who were in one of the other branches of
the armed services had attained some rating at the time of dis
charge
.
TABLE XVII
RAM. AT Tim OF DISCHARGE
OR
AT PRESENT IF STILL IN SERVICE
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
U. S. ARMY
2 1 1 _ —Corporal
Private First-Class 3 - 5 - -
Sergeant 2 1 1 - -
Staff Sergeant 1 - - - -
T/4 2 2 4 - -
Q. S. COAST GUARD
1Storekeeper 3/c
U. S. MARINE
_ 1 1Corporal
J. S. NAVY
1 1 —Mailman 3/c
Petty Officer 2/c 1 - - - -
Pharmacist’s Mate 3/c 2 - - - -
Radioman 3/c 1 1 - - -
Storekeeper 3/c - - 2 1 1
Yeoman 2/c 1 - - - -
Yeoman 3/c - 4 - -
12. What types of jobs did the graduates have after graduating
from high school.
Table XVIII shows us the first job that the students had
after graduating from high school. They have been placed into
four categories—office work (all types from clerk to stenog-
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_
rapher) ; store work (retail store and drugstore clerks); in ser-
vice (boys who entered the armed services upon graduation) ; and
other (all other types of work including factory work).
The graduates have been divided into the three groups-
-
stenographic, accounting, clerical— for the specific purpose
of seeing what students secured the office jobs.
TABLE XVIII
FIRST JOB SECURED BY GRADUATES
DIVISION STENOGRAPHIC ACCOUNTING CLERICAL
SEX BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS
Office Work 17% 79% % 62^ 10% 51%
Store Work 8% 9% 10% 19% 10% 55%
In Service 50% — 52% — k5% —
Other Work 25% 12^ 55% 19% 55% 56%
Upon examining the table we see that in the office work
the stenographic students rajik highest. There were 17 per cent
of the boys and 79 per cent of the girls in this group who se-
cured office jobs upon graduating from high school. In the ac-
counting group 3 per cent of the boys and 62 per cent of the
girls secured office jobs, and in the clerical group 10 per ceni
of the boys and 31 per cent of the girls secured office jobs.
The students in the clerical group had the largest percentage
in store work—10 per cent of the boys and 33 per cent of the
girls. There were only 8 per cent of the boys and 9 per cent
of the girls in the stenographic group who secured jobs in
stores upon graduation. In the accounting group 10 per cent of
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the hoys and 19 per cent of the girls secured Jobs in stores.
Fifty per cent of the hoys in the stenographic group,
52 per cent of the hoys in the accounting group, and 45 per cent
of the hoys in the clerical group entered the armed services
upon graduation. Many of these entered the armed services be-
fore graduation hut were granted their diplomas with their re-
spective classes.
Twenty- five per cent of the hoys and 12 per cent of the
girls in the stenographic group secxired other types of work.
Thirty-five per cent of the hoys and 19 per cent of the girls
in the accounting group, and 35 per cent of the hoys and 36 per
cent of the girls in the clerical group secured other types of
work.
13 . What types of jobs do the graduates have at the present
time.
Table XIX shows us the type of work our graduates are doin(;
at the present time. It is easily seen that the majority of oui
girl graduates are employed in offices. There is a small per-
centage of the hoys doing office work with the exception of the
hoys in the Class of 1944 where 80 per cent are doing office
work.
There is a high percentage of the hoys in the Classes of
1943 and 1945 who are employed in factories. There are only
8 per cent of the girls in the Class of 1943* 12 per cent of th€i
girls in the Class of 1944, and 10 per cent of the girls in the
Class of 1946 who are doing factory work. It is significant to
note that there are 21 per cent of the girls in the Class of
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TABLE XIX
TYPE OF WORK GRADUATES ARE DOING AT PRESENT
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Office Work 30*'19 80 73 33 65 25 76 34 59
Factory Machine Operator 22 8 0 12 00 21 13 10 26 23
Store Clerk 8 - - 4 33 6 25 12 8 15
Bakery Route Man - - - - - - 13 - - -
City Fireman 8
Dental Assistant - - - - - 1 - 1 - 2
Developing X-ray Films - 2
Farmer's Helper 1
Hairdresser - 2 - 4 - 2 - - - -
Hospital Attendant 8
Laundry Route Man - - - - 17 - - - - -
Machinist 8
Newspaper Pressroom—Helper 8 -
Operating Own Business 8 - 20
professional Dancer - - - - - 1 - - - -
Radio Entertainer
Registered Nurse - 5
Roman Catholic Nun—Teacher - 2
Super Market—Assistant Mgr. 8
Teacher in Business School - - - - - 1 - - - -
Telephone Operator - 2 - 7 - 2 - 1 - mm
Traveling Salesman - 8 -
U. S. Army—Typist 12
U. S. Navy—Personnel Work 8 Ml
U. S. Navy—Storekeeper - - - - 17 - 12 - - -
* Percentage
c
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1945 and 23 per cent of the girls In the Class of 1947 who are
doing factory work. There a number of hoys and girls who are
store clerks. All classes, but the Class of 1947* have some
girls who are employed as telephone operators. All other mem-
bers of the classes are employed in various types of work.
The occupations listed by our graduates are varied and in-
teresting—dental assistant, hairdresser, registered nurse,
radio entertainer, professional dancer, farmer's helper, machin-
ist, city fireman, traveling salesman and others. It is inter-
esting to note that some of the boys are still in the armed ser-
vices .
14. What companies employ our graduates.
Table XX lists the companies that employ our graduates.
These companies range from a one-girl office to very large of-
fices employing approximately one hundred or more boys and girls
Most of these companies are located in Fall River, and the larg-
est percentage of girls are found employed in factory offices.
Althougn the majority of the graduates have remained in
Fall River, some of our graduates are now employed in Florida,
Washington, D. C., New York City, Providence, and Missouri.
It might be interesting to state that the girl who is working in
the Community Chest Office in liiami, Florida has moved there wit
her family. The boy who works in Washington, D. C., is a vetera^^
and is employed by the Civil Service. The girl who works for
the Manufacturing Aircraft Association in New York married a New
York boy who was in the Armed Service, and they are now living
in New York. The girl who works in the office of the Rhode
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TABLE XX
COI^PANIES THAT ExMPLOY OUR GRADUATES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945
1
1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Automotive Appliance Store* .«« - - - - 1 - - - -
Auto Sales Company 1
Beauty Parlor—Hairdresser - 3 - 3 - 2 - - - -
Beverage Distributing Co. - - - - 17 1 - - - 1
Banks
— 3 1 1 2Fail River National Bank
Fall River Trust Company 8 - - - - 1 - 1 - -
Lafayette Cooperative Bank 1
Butcher’s Rendering Company - - - - - 1 - - - -
Baker’s Helper - - - - - - 13 - - -
City of Fall River
2City Clerk's Office
Fire Department 8
Chamber of Commerce - - - 2 - - - - - -
Cleaner’s Establishment - - - - - 1 - - - -
Coal Company - - - 2 - - - - -
Community Chest—Miami, Fla. - - - - - - - 1 - -
Contractor - - - - - 1 - - - 2
Certified Public Accountant - - - - - 2 - - - -
Dancer--professional - - -
I
- - 1 - - - -
Dairy - 5 20 i 2 - 1 - - - -
Detective Agency - - -
;
2 - - - - - -
Doctors
!
1
1 1 •• 2Dentist
Medical - 2 - 1 - 2 - - - -
Optometrist - - - i2 - -
- - - -
* Office work unless otherwise specified.
** Percentage
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TABLE XX (Continued)
CLASS 1943 I9M 1945 1946 X947
SEX B G Q B G B G B G
Druf^store
— m. 1 _ — —Bookkeeper
Clerk - - - - 16 1 - 1 - 1
Departnient Store
* 1 «Buyer
Clerk 8 - - 3 - 6 25 10 13
Office - - - 9 - 2 - 10 - 4
Engineer - - - - - - - 1 - -
Factory
20 8 — 12 21 - 10 25 23Machine Operator
Office 8 28 20 29 - 23 12 16 8 15
Farmer 1
Finance Company - 3 - - - 4 - - - 5
Furniture Company - - - 3 - 1 - 2 - 4
Firestone Rubber Company - - - 5 - 5 - 3 - -
Hospital
- — — — — — 1 — —St . Anne '
s
Taunton State- -Attendant 8
Truesdale - - - - - - - 1 - -
Truesdale—X-ray Dept* - 2
Union - - - - - - - 1 - -
Hotel Mellen - - - - - - - 1 - -
Insurance Broker - 3 - 5 - 2 - 4 - 3
Jeweler - 2 2
Laundry
1Office
Route Man - - - - 16 - - - 9 -
Lawyer - - - - - 2 - 5 - -
Lumber Company - - - 2 - 1 - 2 - -
Massachusetts Civil Service
1Income Tax Office
Employment Office - - - 2 - 1 - 1 — -
ir
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TABLE XX (Continued)
CLASS 1943 19^^ 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Manufacturing Aircraft Assoc,
New York City
- - - 2 - - - - - -
Mill Supply Company 1
Meat Packers 8 3
Newspaper
•• a. 1 _ 2 17Fall River Herald News
F. R. Herald News—Press 8 -
Novidades 1 - mm
Oil Company - 3 - - - 1 - 1 - 1
Public Utilities
ry
C. _Fall River Electric Co,
Fall River Gas Co. - - 20 - - 3 - 2 - -
Montaup Electric-Somerset - - - 1 - - - - - -
N. E. Tel. & Tel. -Operator - 2 - 5 - 2 - 1 - -
Western Union Telegraph - 2
Paper Supply Co.
3 1Office
Stockroom 8 - - - - - 13 - - -
Photographer's Studio - 2 - - - - - 1 - -
Publishing Company-Salesman 8 mm
Refrigeration Company - - - - 17 - - - - -
Radio Station—Entertainer - - - - - 1 - - - -
Real Estate Office - - - - - 1 - 1 - C.
Registered Nurse - 5
Restaurant—Cashier - - - - - - - 1 - -
Schools
a. 1Fall River Business
R. I. School of Design
Providence, R. I.
— - - - - 1 - — — —
Roman Catholic Diocese of
Fall River—Teacher 2
Stephen's College-Missouri - - - - - 1 - - - -
Thibodeau's Business - - - - - 1 - - - -
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TABLE XX (Continued)
CLASS 19A3 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Self-Employed 8 - 20 - - - - - — -
Sign Company - - - - - - - 1 - -
Sporting Goods Store - - - - - - - 1 - -
Super Market
Assistant Manager 8
Cashier - - - 2 - - - - 8 -
Clerk 8 1
Boston Office - 2
Textile Company - - - - - - - 5 - /-£
Theater—Cashier - C. - - - - - 1 - /•C
Travel Bureau - 3
T. W. U. A.—C. I. 0. 1 - -
U. S* Civil Service
Naval Hospital—Newport 6 1 •
Veterans Administration - 5 20
Washington, D. C. 8 -
U. S. Army - - - - 17 - 12 - - -
U . S , Navy - - - - 17 - 12 - 9 -
U. S, Trunk Company - - - 2 - - - 1 -
Wholesale Grocery Co, - 6 - - - 1 13 2 - -
Island School of Design in Providence lives in Fall River and
commutes to and from work every day* The girl who works in the
office of Stephen’s College in Columbia, Missouri, is married
and her husband is studying in a Missouri College*
Some of our graduates are employed by all of the Public
Utilities Companies in Fall River and also in the town of Som-
erset which is a suburb of Fall River,
15 . What is the salary that our graduates are receiving.
Table XXI shows the present salary range of our graduates.

TABLE XXI
PRESENT SALARY RANGE OF GRADUATES
: Weekly-. 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
Salary B G B G B G B G B G
|15—#20 - 9$ - - 1% - 7% 11^ 11^
|21-#25 - 9$ - 22% - 21% - 34^ 11^ 52^
|26—#30 - 22% - 27% 3356 36^ t7% 7>7% 34^ 27^
#31--#35 22^ }&% - 22% - 20^ - vy% 22^ 8%
#36—#40 11^ 12% 75% 18% - 14^ 33^ 4% - 2%
#41—#45 22^ 6% 25% 4% 33^ % - 4% -
#46—#50 45^ - - % 33^S 2% - v% 11% -
Over $50 - h% - - - 1% - - 11% -
In the Class of 19^3 more than 50 per cent of the hoys are re-
ceiving between |4l and |50 per week, and 50 per cent of the
girls are receiving between $31 and $40 per week. In the Class
of 19^4, all the boys receive between f36 and $45 per week, and
49 per cent of the girls receive between $31 and $4o per week.
In the Class of 19^5, 66^ per cent of the boys receive between
$4l and $50 per week and 57 per cent of the girls receive be-
tween $21 and $30 per week. In the Class of 1946, 67 per cent
of the boys receive between $26 and $30 per week, and 71 per
cent of the girls receive between $21 and $30 per week. In the
Class of 1947, 56 per cent of the boys receive between $26 and
$35 per week, and 52 per cent of the girls receive between $21
and $25 per week. It is easily seen that as we go back in the
years the graduates are receiving higher salaries. This may be
due to the fact that the older graduates have more experience
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and are paid in accordance with their experience.
16, How do our graduates secure their jobs.
Table XXII shows how the graduates have secured their jobs
.
Upon examining this table it is seen that a friend or relative
and the graduate’s own personal application were the most im-
portant means they had for securing jobs. The high school has
been responsible for placing 16 per cent of the boys and 12 per
cent of the girls in the Class of 19*^5 » no boys and 16 per cent
of the girls in the Class of 1944; 15 per cent of the boys and
13 per cent of the girls in the Class of 1945; 25 per cent of
the boys and 18 per cent of the girls in the Class of 1946; and
17 per cent of the boys and 21 per cent of the girls in the
Class of 1947 . It is interesting to note that the business
schools have played a very small part in placing the high school
graduates even though a number of them have attended these
schools. The business schools were responsible for placing
4 per cent of the boys and 2 per cent of the girls in the Class
of 1943 ; 6 per cent of the boys and 1 per cent of the girls in
the Class of 19^4; no boys and 18 per cent of the girls in the
Class of 1945 ; no boys and 4 per cent of the girls in the Class
of 1946; no boys and no girls in the Class of 1947 as these
graduates are attending business schools at present. Some of
our graduates have had the initiative to answer newspaper adver-
tisements in order to secure a job.
The Massachusetts Employment Service has placed some of oui
graduates, and others have been recommended by former employers.
A number of the graduates secured jobs by taking the U. S. Civil
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Service Examinations and the Massachusetts Civil Service Exami-
nations,
TABLE XXII
HOW GRADUATES SECURE POSITIONS
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B Or B G B G B G
A Friend or Relative 24« 17 22 29 40 29 75 29 42 41
Personal Application 44 32 60 29 35 34 - 31 33 28
Through the High School 16 12 - 16 15 13 25 18 17 21
Mass. Employment Service 4 6 6 14 5 6 - 9 - -
Newspaper Advertisement 4 8 - 5 5 5 - 7 8 9
Civil Service 4 21 6 5 - 10 - - - 1
Thibodeau's Business College 4 - 6 - - 6 - 4 - -
Private Employment Agency - 1 - - - 6 - -I - tm
Allen's Business School - 1 - - - 6 - - - -
Bryant College—Providence - 1 - - 6 - - -
Talent Scout - - - - - 6 - - - -
Recommended by Former Employer - 1 - 1 - - - 1 - -
Chamberlain School—Boston 1
Percentage
18. Do many of our graduates have to take tests in order to get
their Jobs.
Table* XXIII shows the number of graduates who had to take
tests in order to get their Jobs. It is noticeable that a very
large percentage of the boys in the Classes of 1943, 1944, and
1945 had to take tests. This is due to the fact that so many of
them entered the Armed Services and were tested upon entrance
into one of the Services. There was also a very large percent-
age of the girls in the Classes of 1943, 1944, and 1945 who had
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to take tests. The reason for this is that many of these girls
secured their jobs by taking the U. S. Civil Service Exaunina-
I
tions. In the Classes of 1946 and 1947 there were very few of
the graduates who had to take tests in order to secure their
jobs*
TABLE XXIII
GRADUATES WHO HAD TO TAKE TESTS
IN ORDER TO SECURE A POSITION
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Test Given 84jS 47^ 32% 52^ 73% 29% 13^ 7% 0 7%
No Test Given
-
16^ 53^ 13% 68^ 17% 71% 87% 93%
•
co 93%
18. What companies give tests to graduates before employing
them and what type of tests do they give.
Table XXIV lists the companies that gave tests to our gradu-
ates and the type of tests given. In most cases a test was giveij.
in shorthand, transcription, typewriting, and bookkeeping* It
was very interesting to see that one finance company gave a Pen-j
manship Test* The New England Telephone Company gave an Intel-
ligence test to those girls who were interested in becoming tele-
phone operators* One girl had to make an audition before the
U. S. 0. Concert Group during the war years* This girl travelec.
throughout Europe with a U. S. 0* Concert Group during the war
years* She is now engaged by a local broadcasting studio to
entertain on the radio* All the girls who went in training to
be nurses had to take the Potts Nursing Test* The girls who be-^
came hairdressers had to take State Board Examinations*
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TABLE XXIV
TYPE OF EMPLOYI4ENT TESTS GIVEN BY COICPANIES
EMPLOYING GRADUATES OF B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL
COBCPAl^ GIVING TEST TYPE OF TEST GIVEN
American Thread Company Aptitude Test
Ashworth Brothers, Inc. Dictaphone Test
Braz Insurance Company Typewriting Test
Browne and Sharpe Company Typewriting and Intelligence
Bristol Knitting Mills Typewriting Test
Davenport Insurance Company Shorthand and Transcription
Fairhope Fabrics, Inc. Shorthand and Transcription
Firestone Rubber & Latex Inc. Shorthand, Transcription, and
Typewriting Speed
Fitchburg Teachers College Potts Nursing
Fraze Sporting Goods Co. Shorthand and Transcription
Fall River Electric Light Aptitude and Bookkeeping
Gale Motors Inc. Shorthand and Transcription
Mass. Board of Hairdressers Oral and Written Tests
Mass. Civil Service Intelligence auid Typewriting
McClellan Stores Intelligence
Morris Finance Corporation Penmanship
N. E. Telephone Company Intelligence
Personal Finance Company Bookkeeping and Typewriting
St. Anne's Hospital Potts Nursing
Schwartz Lumber Company Shorthand and Transcription
Stephens College Typewriting Test
Truesdale Hospital Potts Nursing
United Cotton Products, Inc. Arithmetic, Shorthand and
Transcription
U. S. Army Shorthand, Typewriting, Intel-
ligence
U. S. Civil Service Shorthand, Typewriting, Intel-
ligence
J. S. Navy Typewriting, Intelligence
). S. C. Concert Division Audition
J. S. Rubber Company Intelligence
Jnion Hospital Potts Nursing
nTestern Union Intelligence, Typewriting
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19. What were the difficulties our graduates had when first em-
ployed.
TABLE XXV
DIFFICULTIES OF GRADUATES WHEN FIRST E^iPLOYED
CLASS 1945 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Spelling and Punctuation 4 - c; - 8 - 2 - 7
Letter Writing - 4 - 5 - 3 13 - - 5
Using Office Machines - 9 - 5 - 2 - 1 8 4
Payroll Work - 4 - 4 6 4 - - - -
Dictation Speed - 4 - - 6 2 - 2 - 1
Typewriting Speed - - - - 6 2 12 - - -
Commercial Arithmetic, - - - - 6 - - 1 8 1
Bookkeeping - - - 2 - 2 - 3 - 1
Typing Figures - - - 2 - - - 2 - 3
Insufficient Filing • 1 8 1
Cash Register - 4 - 2 - - - - - -
Penmanship 8 -
Switchboard 1 - 2
yiaking Checks and Balancing a
Check Book — — — — — — 1 — —
No Difficulties 100 81 IOC 80 82 77 75 86 68 75
Percentage
Table XXV lists the difficulties that the graduates had
when first employed. The majority of the graduates stated that
they had no difficulties. In the Class of 1943, 100 per cent of
the boys and 81 per cent of the girls; in the Class of 1944,
100 per cent of the boys and 80 per cent of the girls; in the
Class of 1945
,
82 per cent of the boys and 77 per cent of the
girls; in the Class of 1946, 75 per cent of the boys and 86 per
cent of the girls; and in the Class of 1947, 68 per cent of the
boys and 75 per cent of the girls reported no difficulties.
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The largest percentage of the students had difficulty in
spelling, punctuation, and writing business letters. Another
difficulty reported by a large percentage was the operation of
office machines. This may be due to the fact that this sub-
ject is required only in the Clerical Curriculum, and is elec-
tive in the Stenographic and Accounting Curricula. A number of
them also stated they had difficulty in doing payroll work,
There were a few who stated that their shorthand speed and type|»
writing speed were not fast enough, and some also had difficulty
in typing figures. Other difficulties mentioned by the gradu-
ates were: commercial arithmetic, bookkeeping, insufficient
filing, use of the cash register, poor penmanship, use of the
switchboard, and making checks and balancing a check book.
20. What duties do our graduates perform most frequently.
Table XXVI shows us the duties performed most frequently
by our graduates. Typewriting, answering the phone, and filing
were the three duties performed most frequently as more than
50 per cent of the girls in all the classes stated. TypewritinJj
and bookkeeping were the two duties that the boys performed
most frequently.
Approximately 33 per cent of the girls in all classes statfd
taking dictation and bookkeeping were the duties performed most
frequently. Doing payroll work and selling were two other du-
ties that a number of the graduates listed as the duties per-
formed most frequently. The graduates listed many other duties
that they performed most frequently, and by examining Table XXV;
it is seen that these duties are numerous and varied.
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TABLE XXVI
DUTIES PERF0RI4ED MOST FREQUENTLY BY GRADUATES
OF B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Typewriting 50* 74 80 56 80 77 25 67 63 70
Filing 37 68 40 53 20 74 25 68 63 56
Answering Telephone 13 81 20 51 ‘80 62 37 59 50 48
Boolckeeping 50 35 60 37 40 31 25 30
#
23
Taking Dictation - 35 - 33 - 34 12 29 - 34
Selling 50 10 20 7 20 9 50 13 25 17
Payroll Work 25 29 - 21 20 17 - 8 - 5
Cashiering 25 10 - 5 20 11 - 16 25 19
Billing 13 13 - 10 - 11 - 7 - 9
Checking Invoice 13 - 20 - 20 - 12 3 - 2
Switchboard Operator - 3 - 5 - 8 - 7 - 11
Adding Machine - - - 2 - 5 - 2 - 8
Arranging Appointments - - - - - - - 1 - -
Accounts Receivable - - - - 20 - - - - 2
Addressograph Operator - - - - - - 12 1 - 2
Buying for Store 13 - - - - - - 1 - -
Bank Deposits - - - - - 1 - 2 - 2
Bank Teller 1 - 3
Calculating Machine - 10 - 5 - 3 - 1 13 5
Cutting Charts 13 -
Comptometer Operator - 3 - - - - - 2 - 3
Credit Investigation 2
Claims Against Railroad 2
Daily Inventory - 3 - - - 3 - - - -
Developing X-ray Films - 3 - - - - - - - -
Ditto Machine 2
Dictaphone Operator - - - - - - - 1 - -
Percentage
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TABLE XXVI (Continued)
CLASS 1943 19^4 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Billing Machine Operator - 3 - - - 1 - 1 - 3
Bookkeeping Machine - 3 - 10 - 3 - 1 - 3
Ediphone Operator - 2 - - - - - 1 - -
Figuring Interest 13
Creeting Clients - - - - - - - 2 - -
Handling Orders 13 -
Interviewing - - - - - - - 2 - 2
Inventory and Cash Sales - - - - 20 - - - -
Issuing Birth, Marriage
and Death Certificates _ 2 — _
Laboratory Work - - - - - - - 1 - 2
Ledger and Cash Sales 13
Mail Clerk - - tm. 2 - 1 - 1 - 2
Making Loan Notes 13
Making Out Orders - - 20 - - 1 12 5 - 2
Making Piece Work Tickets - - - 2 - - - - 2
Messenger 2
National Cash Register - - - - - 1 - - - -
Photostating - 2
Proofreading Newspaper Ads 8 -
Research Work (Historical) 13 - - - - - - - - -
Receptionist - - - 5 - 3 - 2 - 2
Record Keeping • - - -
i
1 - - - 2
Stenciling and Mimeograph - 3 — - - 3 12 3 - -
Teaching Machine Calculatior - - - - - 1 - - - -
Teletype, Operator 2
Translating - - -
1
- - - 1 - -
Window Trimming - - - j ^ - - - 1 - -
Writing Checks 13 - - - -
Ll.
•1 2 - -
r
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21* What office machines have the graduates used and what ones
have they used all the time, very frequently, and very seldom.
Table XXVII shows the office machines that our graduates
use at present or have used on one of their jobs. It can easily
be seen that the largest percentage of our graduates use the
typewriter, and the next largest percentage is found using the
adding machine. There is also a high percentage of the gradu-
ates who have used the mimeograph machine. There are quite a
few of the graduates who used the calculator and the comptome-
ter. The bookkeeping machine, ediphone, and dictaphone were
also used by some of the graduates. One girl used the Mail-A-
Voice, and another used the National Cash Register in a bank.
There is a small percentage of boys and girls who have used
other office machines.
Table XXVIII shows the office machines used all the time
by the graduates, and it is seen that the typewriter is used
by the largest percentage. The typewriter is used all the time
by over 50 per cent of the girls and over 40 per cent of the
boys.
Table XXIX shows the office machines frequently used by
the graduates. By examining this table we see that the adding
machine is frequently used by the largest percentage of the
graduates. The adding machine is used frequently by over 30 per
cent of the boys and girls. The mimeograph machine is used fre*
quently by some girls and boys in all the classes.
Table XXX shows the office machines used very seldom by th^
graduates.
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TABLE XXVII
OFFICE MACHINES USED
BY THE GRADUAIESOF B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS 1945 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Adding Machine 90-
1
87 99 90 84 86 72 91 88 8S
Addressograph 18 6 11 16 23 16 43 14 - 10
Billing Machine - 7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 2J
Bookkeeping Machine 9 22 - 20 11 14 - 15 13 12
Calculator
Burroughs 27 29 11 36 23 19 43 21 13 16
Friden - 2 - 8 - 1 - - - c;J
Marchant - - - 2 - - - - - -
Monroe - 27 - 40 12 21 14 13 25 8
Remington - 2 mm 2 - - - - - -
Checkwriter - 4 - - - 3 - 3 - 3
Comptometer 27 25 - 32 17 18 14 16 26 11
Dictaphone 16 4 11 10 6 4 - 3 - 2
Ditto 18 13 11 18 17 18 - 8 -
Ediphone - 13 11 14 6 9 - 4 - -
«ail-A-Voice - - - - - - - 1 - -
Mimeograph 54 30 44 22 34 19 43 20 26 17
Multigraph - - - - 11 4 - 2 - -
National Cash Register - - - - 1 - - - -
Payroll Machine - 2 - - - - - 1 - -
Photostat - - - 2 - - - - -
Piece-Work Ticket Stamper 2
Rexograph 9 - - - 6 3 - - - -
Standard Duplicator 9 6 11 4 12 5 14 4 -
Switchboard - - - - 4 - 1 -
Teleprinter - 2 - - - - - - mm -
Teletype - - - - 6 - - - - -
Ticketograph r\
Typewriter 100 LOO 77 93 94 98 86 95 38 92
Percentage
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TABLE XXVIII
OFFICE MACHINES USED ALL THE TIME
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B & B G B G B G B G
Adding Machine 18* 20 33 31 17 40 - 30 38 39
Addressograph - - - 4 - 4 - 2 - -
Billing Machine - 7 - - - 4 - 1 - 3
Bookkeeping Machine - 11 - 6 - 8 - 8 - 7
Calculator
_ 7 11 10 6 7 7 13 2Burroughs
Friden - - - 2 - 1 - - - r\C.
Marchant - - - 2 - - - - - -
Monroe - 4 - 16 - 7 - 6 25 3
Remington - 2 - 2 - - - - - -
Checkwriter 1 - 3
Comptometer - - - 18 - 7 - 5 13 3
Dictaphone - 2 11 - - - - 1 - -
Ditto 9 - - - - 4 - - - 2
Ediphone - - 11 2 - 1 mm 1 - -
Mail-A-Voice
Mimeograph - - 22 - 22 3 - 6 - -
Multigraph
National Cash Register - - - - - 1 - - - -
Payroll Machine -
Photostat 2
Piece-Work Ticket Stamper 2
Rexograph
Standard Duplicator - 2 - ryC, 6 - - 1 - -
Switchboard - - - - «• 4 - 1 - 2
Teleprinter - 2 - - - - - - - -
Teletype - - - - 6 - - - - -
Ticketograph
Typewriter 18 53 55 49 39 63 43 60 50 56
Percentage
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TABLE XXIX
OFFICE MACHINES FREQUENTLY USED
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B Q B G B G B G B G
Adding Machine 36* 58 22 31 61 34 29 40 25 29
Addre s s©graph 18 2 - 4 6 5 29 10 - 3
Billing Machine - - - 2 - - - 1 - -
Bookkeeping Machine - 7 - 8 - 3 - 1 13 3
Calculator
9 18 16 11 8 29 12 7Burroughs
Friden 2 - 4 - - - - - 3
Merchant
Monroe - 16 - 14 6 10 14 5 - -
Remington
Checkwriter - 2 - - - 3 - 1 - -
Comptometer 18 18 - 10 6 8 - 4 13 3
Dictaphone 9 - - 2 - - - - - -
Ditto 9 9 - 8 17 7 - 3 - 2
Ediphone mm - - 2 - 4 - 1 - -
Mail-A-Voice - - - - - - - 1 - -
Mimeograph 45 14 22 8 6 8 14 6 13 2
Multigraph - - - - - 1 — 1 - -
National Cash Register
Payroll Machine
Photostat - - - 2 - - - - -
Piece-Work Ticket Stamper
Rexograph 9
Standard Duplicator 9 4 - 2 - 4 - 1 - 1
Switchboard 2
Teleprinter
Teletype
Ticketograph 2
Typewriter 64 33 22 34 44 25 29 14 25 24
percentage
r
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TABLE XXX
OFFICE MACHINES SELDOM USED
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 ; 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Adding Machine 36* 9 44 28 6 12 43 21 25 17
Addressograph - 4 11 8 17 7 14 2 - 7
Billing Machine
Bookkeeping Machine 9 4 - 6 11 3 - 6 - r'
Calculator
16 4 10 6 4 14 2 mm 7Burroughs
Friden - - - 2 - - -
-i - -
Marchant
Monroe - 7 - 10 6 4 - 2 - 5
Remington -
Checkwriter 2 — • • 1 —
Comptometer 9 7 - 4 11 3 14 7 - 5
Dictaphone 9 2 - 8 6 4 - 2 - 2
Ditto - 4 11 10 - 7 - 5 - -
Ediphone - 13 - 10 6 4 - 2 - -
Mail-A-Voice -
Mimeograph 9 16 - 14 6 8 29 8 13 15
Multigraph - - - - 11 3 - 1 -
.
-
National Cash Register
Payroll Machine - 2 - - - - - 1 - -
Photostat
Piece-Work Ticket Stamper
Rexograph - - - - 6 3 - -
1
- 7
Standard Duplicator - - 11 - 6 1 14 2 - 2
Switchboard -
Teleprinter - -
Teletype
Ticketograph -
Typewriter 18 14 11 10 |11 10 14 21 13 12
*Percentag0
yjT
i
I 22. Did our graduates do part-time work while in high school.
If so, what type of work did they do and was the experience bene-
ficial to them.
Table XXXI shows us the percentage of our graduates who did
part-time work while in high school. It may be well to state
that this part-time work was done after school hours, on Satur-
days, and during the school vacation periods. It is easily seen
that the majority of our students did part-time work. In all
classes, both boys and girls, with the exception of the boys in
the Classes of 19^3 and 19^6, over 80 per cent of our graduates
did part-time work.
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TABLE XXXI
IN-SCHOOL ON-THE-JOB PART-TIME WORK ACTIVITIES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B a B G B G B G B G
Part-Time Work &9% 91% 86^ 73^^ S,l% 90% 87^
No Part-Time Work >16% 11% 9% n% 14^ 13
^,
21% 10% n>%
Table XXXII shows the type of part-time work in which our
graduates were engaged. With the exception of the boys and girl
in the Class of 19^5 over 40 per cent of all the graduates did
store work. There were more girls who did office work than
there were boys. There were more boys and girls in the Class of
1945 who did factory work than there were in the other classes.
This was probably due to the fact that many of these boys and
girls were employed at the Firestone Rubber and Latex Company
doing war work. The other graduates were occupied in other typejs
of work.
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TABLE XXXII
IN-SCHOOL ON-THE-JOB PART-TIME WORK ACTIVITIES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Cashier -
Dental Assistant 1
Driver-Collector—Newspaper
Suburban Route 7 5 •• —
Drugstore Clerk - - - 4 21 - 3 11 -
Entertainer (Dancer) 1
Factory Work - 2 - 15 16 33 - 13 11 6
Farm Work - - - - 5 - - - - 1
&as Station Attendant - - - - 11 - - - - -
Housework - 2 - - - - - 1 - -
Library Work 1 - 1
Musician - - - - 5 - - - - -
Office Work 29 24 - 30 5 25 - 31 17 32
Pianist—Dancing School - - - - - 1 - - - -
Printing - - - - - - 12 - - -
Shipping Clerk 21 - 20
Store Clerk 43 67 30 51 32 38 88 45 61 52
Taking Care of Children - - - - - 2 - 1 - 1
Waitress c - 6
Percentage
TABLE XXXIII
REACTIONS AS TO VALUE OF
IN-SCHOOL ON-THE-JOB PART-TIME WORK ACTIVITIES
CLASS 1945 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Beneficial 64J6 72^ 80^ 81^ 68% 69% 6yf 62^ 50% 62^
Of No Value 35? 28'j^ to0 19^ }2% 1>V% yj% 38% 50% 38%
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Table XXXIII shows what percentage of the graduates felt
that the experience gained in their part-time work was benefi-
cial to them. Over 50 per cent of the graduates in all classes
felt that the experience they gained was beneficial to them.
Many of the graduates stated why they felt the experience was
beneficial to them. A few of these statements are given here.
Girl who did general office work—Yes. Gave me
a start that those who didn’t work didn’t get.
Girl who did sales work- -Yes, it taught me to un-
derstand people.
Girl who did farm work—Yes, because my commercial
course in school has helped me in keeping records for
my 4-H Club work. My farm experience has encouraged
me to start a herd of purebred cattle now, by myself.
Girl who did cashier work—Very much so, espe-
cially learning to handle large amounts of money.
Boy who did all types of jobs—Yes, it gave me
a broader outlook on all types of work and made my
new job easier.
Boy who was a clerk in a public market—It helped
me recognize the wants and procedure of a business.
Girl who did housework—Yes. I became accustomed
to taking phone messages, and it gave me experience in
meeting people.
Boy who did stock work—Yes. Because of my ex-
perience in doing the work in the stockroom, I was
promoted to take charge of a men’ s department in the
same store.
Girl who worked in factory—Yes. It taught me
how to get along with people other than those of my
own age.
Girl who worked in an office—Yes. I learned
the routine of an office and when I started to work
full-time the work seemed very easy to me.
Girl who worked in a factory—Yes. I learned
the satisfaction one feels when their work is well
done.
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23. What commercial subjects do the graduates feel have been
the most valuable to them.
Table XXXIV shows the commercial subjects that the gradu-
ates feel have been the most valuable to them. Before this
table was made the questionnaires were assembled in three
groups— stenographic, accounting and clerical so that the cor-
rect percentages would be found. The reason for this was that
the students in these three groups were required to take dif-
ferent subjects and in order to give the correct percentages
this was necessary.
Over 50 per cent of the girls in all classes feel that
Accounting, Clerical Office Practice II, Stenography and Tran-
scription, and Typewriting III were the most valuable commer-
cial subjects. Over 50 per cent of the boys feel that Account-
ing was the most valuable commercial subject. A high percentag€
of the boys also feel that Commercial Arithmetic, Stenography II
and Transcription, and Typewriting II and III were valuable sub-
jects. Stenography I seems to be the subject that few graduate*
feel was the most valuable. This is probably due to the fact
that this subject is given for only one-half year, is explora-
tory in nature, and is a required subject for all commercial
students. Stenography II was only mentioned in one class and
the reason for this may be that all students who received a
passing grade in this subject were required to take Stenogra-
phy III and Transcription, and they have listed these as their
most valuable subjects. Business Organization, Commercial Law,
and Salesmanship, required subjects of all Clerical students.
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TABLE XXXIV
THREE MOST VALUABLE COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
TO B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL GRADUATES
CLASS i 1943 ,1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX 1
(
B G B G B G B G B G
Accounting ! 75* 55 59 52 76 60 66 73 60 75
Bookkeeping I 5 13 33 8 28 13 70 22 37 9
Bookkeeping II 23 15 11 8 17 18 27 16 33 18
Business Organization - 25 - 8 20 4 35 - 40 10
Clerical Office Practice I 33 63 - 33 20 8 50 17 - 5
Clerical Office Practice II 33 63 - 58 40 50 83 74 30 86
Commercial Arithmetic 42 22 41 14 31 25 23 18 32 31
Commercial Law 33 - - 25 20 4 - 4 30 5
Junior Business Training 18 29 46 10 8 16 - 15 - 10
Office Practice 29 59 - 40 22 61 83 56 25 59
Salesmanship - 13 - 33 - 13 - 30 40 29
Stenography I - 5 - - - 14 - 15 - -
Stenography II - - - - ~ 6 - - - -
Stenography III
and
Transcription !71 71 33 78 50 71 40 71 33 90
Typewriting I i 10 7 - 9 37 18 10 15 67 31
Typewriting II 116 22 18 30 47 27 52 56 50 66
Typewriting III |40 92 25 78 33 83 - 86 100 90
*Percentage
were listed as the most valuable subjects by a very small per-
centage of boys and girls.
24. What commercial subjects do the graduates feel have little
or no value to them.
Table XXXV shows us the commercial subjects that our gradu-
ates feel have had little or no value to them. This is very
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important to know because those subjects that have had little
value to the graduates should be studied very carefully for the
purpose of revision.
Business Organization, Commercial Law, Salesmanship and
Stenography I are the subjects that the largest percentage of
all the graduates fell have had little or no value to them.
Over 25 per cent of all the boys feel that Business Organ! zatioij,
had little value to them, and over 30 per cent of the girls
feel the same way about this subject. Over 40 per cent of the
girls in all the classes and over 15 per cent of the boys in
all the classes feel that Commercial Law had little value to
them. Over 25 per cent of all the boys and over 30 per cent of
all the girls feel that Salesmanship had little value to them.
Over 25 per cent of all the boys and girls feel that Stenogra-
phy I had little value to them.
There are very few graduates who feel that Typewriting I,
II, and III, and Clerical Office Practice II had little or no
value to them. There are only I3 per cent of the boys in the
Class of 19'^5 who feel that Accounting had little value to them,
and in all the other classes no boys reported that this subject
had little value to them. It is remarkable to note the very
small percentage of the graduates who feel that Commercial Aritll-
metic had little or no value to them.
There was a very small percentage of all the graduates who
feel that the other commercial subjects have had little or no
value to Lhem.
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TABLE XXXV
THREE COMERCIAL SUBJECTS WITH LITTLE OR NO VALUE
TO B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL GRADUATES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Accounting •a 16 mm 15 13 17 - 6 - 25
Bookkeeping I 15 23 11 15 8 14 - 21 50 34
Bookkeeping II 3 - 5 25 8 - 3 - -
Business Organization 33 12 20 25 40 39 30 39 25 34
Clerical Office Practice I 16 12 - 8 - - - 9 63 14
Clerical Office Practice II 16 - - - - 4 - - 25 -
Commercial Arithmetic 4 1 - 7 11 4 18 12 19 5
Commercial Law 16 88 - 50 20 46 50 43 - 48
Junior Business Training 13 23 mm 25 23 15 34 22 26 26
Office Machines 25 13 13 10 11 15 - 24 29 20
Salesmanship 33 38 - 16 40 25 50 52 13 43
Stenography I 32 37 13 24 21 17 28 20 27 20
Stenography II - 6 - 3 - 12 - 2 - -
Stenography III
and
Transcription 14 L2 33 1 26 10 mm 12 33 5
Typewriting I 10 3 - 2 - - 23 9 13 9
Typewriting II - - 12 1 - 2 - -
Typewriting III - 5 - - - 4 - -
^Percentage
25. What non-commercial subjects do the graduates feel have
been the most valuable to them.
Table XXXVI shows what non- commercial subjects our gradu-
ates feel have been the most valuable to them. This table has
been dlvldea Into two sectlons--requlred subjects and elective
L ''Swi
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subjects. In looking at the required subjects the percentages
found give a true estimate as all the graduates have studied
these subjects.
English has been the most valuable non-commercial subject
to the largest percentage of the graduates. Seventy-eight per
cent of all the boys and 82 per cent of all the girls feel this
was the most valuable non-commercial subject. Economics was
the next most valuable, especially to the boys as more than
30 per cent feel this was one of the most valuable subjects.
No boys feel that Hygiene or Gym were the most valuable to them
American History was listed as the most valuable by some boys
and girls in all classes with the exception of the boys in the
Class of 1944. All other required non-commercial subjects were
listed by some graduates as having been the most valuable to
them.
In the Elective Subjects it is difficult to make a state-
ment. The percentages were found on the total number of re-
turned questionnaires from the graduates in each class, and it
is not known how many of these graduates studied the different
subjects.
By exauQining the table it is seen that Chemistry was the
most valuable non-commercial subject to some of the graduates.
Sewing seems to have been one of the most valuable non- commer-
cial subjects to the girls. If it were known how many studied
these subjects, the percentages would probably be much higher
than they are.
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TABLE XXXYI
THREE MOST VALUABLE NON-COMi'4ERCIAL SUBJECTS
TO THE B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
CLASS 19^4 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Required Sub.lects
85* 88 57 97 78 67 83 78 87 78English
Economics 11 22 45 19 41 15 27 12 40 16
American History 16 9 - 10
1
20 12 9 9 35 8
Commercial Art 11 3 - 2
1
8 4 - 9 2
General Science - - 10 2 - 4 9 2 5 -
Civics - 6 10 - - 2 9 1 - 4
Public Speaking - 3 - - 4 3 - 7 - -
Hygiene - 3 - - 3 - 3 - -
Gym - - - - - 2 - 1 - 3
Elective Sub.lects
8 20 4 8 8 27 4 — 2Chemistry
French 5 3 0 6 12 4 9 6 - 3
Sewing - 3 - 8 - 7 - 6 - 7
Portuguese - 2 - 6 - 5 - 5 - 5
Latin - 2 10 2 4 6 - - - -
Journalism - 2 - 2
I
1 9 2 - 5
Geography 5 - - 2 4 - - 2 5 6
Biology - - - 2 4 4 9 2 - 1
Spanish - 6 - - - 2 - - 5 1
Foods - - - 4 - 1 - - - 2
Aeronautics - - - - 4 - - - - -
German
^Percentage
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TABLE XXXVII
THREE NON-COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS WITH LITTLE OR NO VALUE
TO THE B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B
1
B G
Required Subjects
Commercial Art 22* 22 40 28 16 19 18 15 20 9
American History 11 22 10 36 23 22 7 33 5 24
Economics - 20 - 20 12 10 9 8 5 15
General Science 5 6 - 8 - 8 18 6 9
Civics - r\C. - 6 4 3 - 5 3
Hygiene - - - - 4 4 - 5 10 4
Debating - - - - - 2 -
'
5 -
Public Speaking - 2 - - - 1 - 2 -
Vocational
Guidance — 3 1
Gym
Elective Subjects
Chemistry 5 2 10 2 8 2 — 1 5 1
French 5 10 - 10 - 4 7 4 5 3
World History - 2 15 2 4 2 5 2 5 -
Economic Geography - - - 6 4 4 7 8 - 1
Biology - 2 - 2 6 4 - 3 5 2
Spanish - 2 - 2 - 6
j
- 3 10 1
Sewing - 2 - - - 4 - 3 ‘ - 4
Journalism - 2 - - ! - - - - ' 5 2
Portuguese - - -
1
4 -
j
- -
,
- -
Latin 1 ’ 2
German - - - - - 1 - -
i
“ -
^^Percentage
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26. What non-commercial subjects have had little or no value
to the sraduates.
Table XXX7II shows the non- commercial subjects that our
graduates feel have had little or no value to them. Commercial
Art and American History were the two subjects that the high-
est percentage of our graduates feel have had little or no value
to them. Economics was also mentioned by a large percentage of
the girls and a small percentage of the boys. In the elective
subjects, all subjects, with the exception of Aeronautics and
Foods, were mentioned by some of the graduates as having had
little or no value to them.
27. What subjects did our graduates not study but for which the
have since felt a need.
Table XXXVIII shows the subjects that our graduates did not
study but for which they have since felt a need. Twenty-five
per cent of all the boys have felt a need for Algebra, and 18 pe
cent of all the boys have felt a need for Advanced Commercial
Arithmetic. Sixteen per cent of all the girls have felt a need
for Stenography and Transcription, and 12 per cent of all the
girls have felt a need for Office Practice. These represent
high percentages for the girls as it must be remembered that som
f
of the girls have studied these two subjects.
A number of boys also mentioned physics
,
chemistry, and com
mercial law. A number of graduates have also felt a need for a
language; no specific one was mentioned. There were many other
subjects mentioned by the graduates, and all of these are listed
in the table.
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TABLE XXXVIII
SUBJECTS FOR WHICH THE GRADUATES HAVE FELT A HEED
CLASS 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
SEX B G B G B G B G B G
Accounting 5* 2 9 3 10 3 18 7 20 A
Advanced Commercial
Arithmetic 5 - 18 - 35 2 18 5 15 1
Advertising - - - - - - - - 5 -
Agricultural Study 1
Algebra 35 4 9 3 35 2 18 1 25 -
Ancient History - - - - - 1 - - - 1
Bookkeeping II - 10 - 9 15 4 9 12 5 C
Business Organization 5 - - - - 1 - 1 5 -
Chemistry 15 4 - 1 10 6 9 1 5 1
Classical Literature 1
Commercial Law 10 2 - - 15 2 27 2 20 1
Electricity 10
Geometry 5 - - - 5 - - - 5 1
Insurance 1
Interviewing 1
Language 15 6 - 6 20 10 9 7 5 1
yiechanical Drawing 10 - - - - - - - 5 -
Office Practice 10 15 18 8 10 12 18 14 15 9
Penmanship 5 4 - - - - - 1 10 -
IphysicB 10 2 - - 5 1 18 7 20 k
Printing - - - - 5 - - - - -
Salesmanship - - - - - - 9 - 5
Sewing - 4
1
- 5 - 4 - 2 - -
Stenography
and
Transcription 10
i
1
9 13 20 27 9 13 17
Typewriting II - 2 - 3 10 1 - - 5 2
^Percentage
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27. What suggestions do the graduates offer for improving the
commercial curriculum.
Table XXXIX shows the suggestions that our graduates made
for improving the commercial curriculum. Many of the graduates
wrote letters commenting on the foliow-up study and readily mad^
suggestions. Excerpts from some of these letters are given at
the end of this statement.
Of the suggestions made, fifty graduates suggested that thd
students in the commercial curriculum have more Business Englisi^
including spelling, punctuation, grammar, and business-letter
writing. Thirty-one of the graduates suggested that stenograph!
students be required to take Office Practice. Twenty-five sug-
gested a course be given in Business Ethics and Personality.
Sixteen felt that Shorthand should be required of all students
in the junior and senior years, and fifteen felt that Typewrit-
ing should be required of all students in the junior and senior
years. Thirteen suggested that there should be more work on
payroll, tax, and social security in bookkeeping and more pen-
manship. Eleven suggested a review of commercial arit'nmetic in
the senior year, and ten suggested they be taught the use of the
telephone and switchboard.
Six graduates suggested that the Clerical Curriculum be
eliminated and merged with the Stenographic and Accounting Cur-
ricula. Five suggested more guidance be given in choosing
courses. Four suggested that students receive work experience
in an office. Three suggested Office Machines classes be smallelb
and the Elliott-Fisher Bookkeeping Machine should be added to th9
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TABLE XXXIX
SUGGESTIONS MADE BY GRADUATES
FOR II4PROVING THE COI'MERCIAL CURRICULUM
AT B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL
SUGGESTIONS
NUMBER
SUGGESTING
More Business English 50
Stenographic Students should he required to take
Orfice Practice 31
A Course in Business Etnics and Personality 25
Shorthand should he required in junior and senior
years 16
Typewriting should he required in junior and
senior years 15
More work on tax, social security, and payroll
in hookkeeping 13
More Penmanship 13
Review Commercial Arithmetic in senior year 11
Use of Telephone and Switchboard 10
Eliminate Clerical Course—Merge with Stenographic
and Accounting 6
More Guidance* in Choosing Courses 5
Work Experience in an office 4
Office Machines classes should he smaller 3
Add the Elliott-Fisher Bookkeeping Machine 3
More Filing Practice 2
More Practice in Typing Figures 2
All girls should have some home economics 2
Ediphone Cylinders should he dictated hy men wno
do not have perfect diction 2
Better Placement for students 1
Algebra and Foreign Language should he compulsory
for hoys 1
jSuch courses as Commercial Law, Salesmanship, and
Business Organization should be only once a week 1
^ore time given to tsiking care of typewriter 1
have former commercial students speak to commercial
1
seniors and tell of their duties 1
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Office Machines Laboratory, Two suggested more filing practice,
more practice in typing figures, all girls should have some home
economics, and ediphone cylinders shoula be dictated by men who
do not have perfect diction. The following were suggested by
one graduate: better placement for students, algebra and for-
eign language should be compulsory for boys, such courses as
commercial law, salesmanship and business organization should
be only once a week, more time given to taking care of the type-
writer, and have some former commercial students speak to the
commercial seniors and tell about their duties.
Excerpts (unedited) from the letters received are as fol-
lows:
The study of these questionnaires should prove
most interesting and valuable to the teachers and
students in the commercial curriculum. In the hope
that my experience will be of some value, I gladly
submit my questionnaire, and a suggestion which I
believe practical, for consideration in any effort
to improve the bookkeeping-accounting course.
I believe that the introduction of a course in
business mathematics to students in their sophomore
year would enable the instructors to accomplish much
more than they presently do. Such a course would save
valuable class hours throughout the Junior and senior
years which could be more favorably used to the teach-
ing of advanced accounting principles and business law.
Mathematics, if anything, develops a keen mind
and is a permanent asset to any student interested in
the business world. I most certainly would have ap-
preciated such a course.
The subjects I took at Durfee High School are the
only ones I have ever ta^en and they have helped me in
all of my office Jobs. There are different office rules
and practices in every Job, but those have to be learned
as your working days go on. However, I feel that if a
student really studies his subjects in school, he doesn't 1
,
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need to pay for any other education (commercial subjects)
after graduation.
One of my greatest needs when I graduated and took
a job was confidence in myself. This is something that
at least two out of every five students need. A period
a week or even two in personality and business ethics
would do wonders for those who really appreciate school-
ing.
I very much appreciate this opportunity which you
offer me to give my opinion of the courses given at Durfee.
Frankly, I haven’t been around the business world
enough to actually know whether or not the courses which
I followed really did help. But, as far as
School is concerned, I find that the education which I
received at Durfee was of excellent quality. The typing
I learned in transcription was especially good.
At the present time, I am not taking shorthand,
but I imagine that it would be of considerable help if
I were engaged in that subject.
The typewriting I received also helped me while
in the Army. It enabled me to become a rapid teletype
operator serving as a trick chief while I was in
Germany.
In my studies at
,
I find that a good
knowledge of mathematics is essential. Mathematics
of Accounting should be taught along with accounting
in high school. The English background that we re-
ceived at Durfee was very thorough. However, the time
spent studying Ivanhoe, Treasure Island, etc., could
have been used, I believe, to teach us correct English
usage, punctuation, letter writing, etc. The English
being taught us at the present time is difficult to
understand, and if time devoted to the above-mentioned
books was used differently, we would have a better
background to study College English.
I do not know if my suggestion will amount to
anything but this is in reference to the sixteenth
question on the enclosed questionnaire.
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I for one have a great deal of difficalt;y spell-
ing. Why, I don’t know. I had spelling up to the
eighth grade, and when I graduated from grammar school
I thought I had a pretty fair knowledge of words and
their meanings.
Spelling is not a required subject in high school,
therefore, I never furthered the knowledge thus far
acquired.
My vocabulary was adequate enough to permit me
to go through high school with average marks in English,
Public Speaking, and Debating, but had someone asked
me to spell the words I was speaking I probably would
have been very much "taken back."
I know I am not the only one who felt this way.
I think there is a definite need for a spelling course
in high school.
I'm wor^^’ing for a lawyer now and I like my work
very much. It's very interesting and I'm learning a
lot. Honestly, though, I'll always be grateful to Dur
fee High School and my teachers for the many helpful
things they taught me and I always will have very
pleasant memories oi my Alma Mater; I never hesitate
to sing the praises of Durfee whenever I get the op-
portunity.
I think that one course which would help enor-
mously would be something like "Business Orientation."
This course could be split up into several divisions.
They could cover such things as personality, dressing
for business, business manners, business attitude and
the like. I think the jump from school to work is
terrific. I was scared stiff the first week, because
I'd never heard anyone say they had a good "boss.”
When I finally discovered my boss was grand, my work
even improved.
One suggestion I would like to make is that it
would be a great help if everyone taking the Commer-
cial Course could work in the school office one period
a day as I did. It is very good office experience.
You get accustomed to routine office work and it gives
you confidence when you get a job after you graduate.
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I wish all students would realize that if they
possibly can join school clubs and take part in extra-
curricula activities they should because they are help-
ful to you in many ways, besides being a lot of fun.
All the commercial subjects are beneficial and as
many as possible should be taken. Non-commercial sub-
jects may seem insignificant, but many times they come
in handy, depending on the type of business your em-
ployer is in. English is very important and geography
plays a more important part than most people think.
Junior Business Training helps in teaching all the minor
details that your employer expects you to know. Cn the
whole, what we learned at Durfee made it very easy to
become accustomed to office work. If a pupil is will-
ing to learn, and with a teacher like Hiss
,
he
should have very little difficulty.
I wish that I had studied Commercial Arithmetic
and Junior Business Training in either ray junior or
senior year because when you*ve had them in your first
year and don’t get a chance to use the subjects until
four years later, you suddenly discover that over the
length of time that has lapsed, you can’t remember very
much about the subjects.
My three years at Durfee were spent in vain. Not
due to the trainingl You get out just what you put
into it. I never knew the day would come that I’d
graduate. When it did come, I was sorry 1 Sorry to
think that I had wasted three valuable years. I was
to blame—no one else. We all say--(if I had it to
do all over again)
.
Hake the three-year commercial course consist of
all three subjects; bookkeeping, typewriting, and
shorthand. The reason for this is that Fall River is
a small city and office work is scarce, and one must
be equipped in order to find a job.
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Since I graduated I have used very little of most
of my high school subjects except for typing. When I
entered the army, I was immediately ushered into the
Finance Office of a Separation Center where they put
me to work typing forms for discontinuance of allot-
ments which is fairly simple. That was over a year
ago and I am still doing the same work plus corres-
pondence and reports. So you see my typing has bene-
fited me the most of all my high school subjects.
I expect to enter a business college next fall and I
hope my subjects help me.
I would like to say that spelling and grammar
should be stressed. I think that every student should
take the accounting or stenographic course and the
clerical course combined with them.
1 think a course in how to meet her employer’s
business associates and make them feel comfortable
while waiting for an interview, and how to call other
businessmen on the telephone for her employer etc.
would be appreciated. These things seem unimportant
but when a girl goes into an office for her first job
she could be saved from many an awkward situation if
she had been told beforehand just how to take care of
certain situations. I think perhaps you would call
a course of this kind "office etiquette."
Also if possible a simple course in operating
a switchboard would come in very handy. I don't
mean necessarily to teach a person to run one, as I
realize there are many different kinds. But I would
have surely appreciated learning the fundamentals of
it when I was in high school.
The trouble with the courses offered in high
school is that they are cut-and-dry. If you enroll
in a commercial course, that’s all you get; you get
narrow-minded or commercial-minded. There should be
enough lee-way in a course to give the student some
choice in the matter. Parents should also be con-
sulted on this.
Give students in Junior High School vocational
guidance to expose them to the advantages of the dif-
ferent courses. Have a general prep course for all
pupils the first two years of high school then if they
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want commercial let them concentrate on it the last
two years in high school.
I was quite surprised to receive this questionnaire
yet I was very glad to fill it out for you. I had two
other jobs before this one. The job I have now is my
idea of a real job. As specified, I am the switchboard
operator and receptionist. I have a buzzer on the board
which enables me to do other tasks when it isn't busy.
The other tasks are dictation and billing. Yes, I
think high school helped me a great deal. I have been
at this place for two years and I am the first in senior-
ity.
The working conditions are very good. I work from
8 ; 45 a.m. until 5:00 p.m, with an hour for lunch. On
Saturdays I work from 8:30 a.m. until 12:15 p.m. My
salary when everything is deducted, including Blue Cross,
is 130.55.
Yes, I have a good job and I have my school and
my teachers to thank.
I think that Commercial Art required in the Soph-
omore year should be an elective. Office Practice could
be chosen by Stenographic Students instead of Art, if
so desired, as there are no Office Practice periods for
students taking the Stenographic Course with Accounting,
Most jobs today require a fair knowledge of Office
Practice whether your title is bookkeeper, typist, or
stenographer.
I think a great deal more importance should be
given to the subject of office machines of all kinds,
regardless of what branch of the Commercial Course a
student chooses.
I think Office Practice which includes the study
of various office machines should be made a compulsory
subject in the Commercial Course rather than an elec-
tive. If I remember correctly, the Clerical Course
included this subject, but for the other students it
was an elective subject which most of us did not have
the foresight to choose.
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As some of the graduates suggested better guidance in se-
lecting their subjects, it might be well to state here that with-
in the last few years the Guidance Department in Fall River has
been enlarged to do just this type of work* At the present
time there is a Director of Vocational Guidance for the City,
one Guidance Director in one of the junior high schools and
another one to be appointed for the other junior high school,
an Assistant Director of Vocational Guidance whose office is in
the high school, and the Dean of Girls in the High School. It
is the duty of all of these persons to guide the students in
selecting their subjects. In addition to these there is an ad-
viser for each class in the high school, namely, the Principal
for the Senior Class, one Vice-Principal for the Junior Class,
one Vice-Principal for the Sophomore Class, and one of the mem-
bers of the faculty for the Freshman Class.
In March, 1948, Carroll^ stated:
All teachers should assist the students in select-
ing the subjects for the following year. If any stu-
dents are in doubt about the subjects they should take,
and the teacher cannot assist them, then the students
should be sent to the Class Adviser, the Dean of Girls,
or the Assistant Director of Vocational Guidance.
I
^ Carroll, Charles V., Principal of B. M. C. Durfee High
School. An unpublished talk to the hlpsh school faculty.
Faculty Meeting, March, 1948.
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CHAPTER V
SUI^E^IARY AND RECOMffiNDATIONS
The major objective of this study was to evaluate the Com-
mercial Curriculum of the B* M. C. Durfee High School in Fall
River, Massachusetts and to make suggestions for its improve-
ment. From the findings on the preceding pages, it is possible
to state what subjects of the Commercial Curriculum are meeting
the needs of our students and what subjects are not meeting thei
needs. The study shows that the majority of the students who
were enrolled in the Stenographic Division and Accounting Divi-
sion* while in high school have been successful in securing of-
fice Jobs upon graduation from high school. This is not the
case for those students who were enrolled in the Clerical Divi-
sion.
i?
Number of Students Securing Jobs in Offices upon (jraduatlon ;
According to the information received from the returned
questionnaires, 79 per cent of the girls in the Stenographic
Division, 62 per cent of the girls in the Accounting Division,
and 31 per cent of the girls in the Clerical Division secured
office Jobs upon graduation from high school. Seventeen per cem
of the boys in the Stenographic Division, 3 per cent of the boys
in the Accounting Division, and 10 per cent of the boys in the
Clerical Division secured office Jobe upon graduation. This
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would indicate that the girls in the Stenographic Division and
Accounting Division are fully equipped to do office work upon
graduation from high school. The girls in the Clerical Division
lack some training when there is such a small percentage secur-
ing office jobs upon graduation. It must be remembered that
there are prerequisites in order to continue studying in the
Stenographic Division and Accounting Division, All other stu-
dents who are enrolled in the Commercial Curriculum and do not
meet the prerequisites for either the Stenographic or Account-
ing Divisions must enroll in the Clerical Division. There was
a small percentage of boys who secured office jobs upon gradua-
tion from high school because the majority of boys in all divi-
sions entered the armed services upon graduation.
However, at the present time, the majority of all the girls
and boys in all the divisions are doing office work, thus indi-
cating that those who have supplemented their high school educa-
tion with courses in business schools have been successful in
securing office jobs.
Number df Graduates who Continued their Education after G-radu-
ating from Hifih School ;
There was a very small percentage of the graduates who have
attended school after graduation from high school, and of those
who have attended the largest percentage of the graduates attend-
ed school part-time. It is also well to state that the majority
of boys who are attending school at the present time are attend-
ing full-time as they are veterans and are taking advantage of
the education benefits given to veterans by the government. The
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majority of the students continued to study business education
thus indicating that they desired to enter the business world.
There were some who had changed to an entirely different major
field, but these were few in number.
Graduates Employed by U. S« Civil Service :
There were a number of our graduates employed by the Civil
Service during World War II. Most of those who were employed
by the Civil Service were employed at Newport, Rhode Island,
and they were the graduates of the Classes of 1943* 1944, and
1945.
Number of Boys who were in the Armed Services ;
There were forty-five boys in the Armed Services. Thirty-
eight of these boys did some type of office work which indicates
that they benefited from the commercial training received in
high school.
Companies that employ pyaduates ;
The graduates are employed by many different companies, anc
the majority of these companies are located in Fall River. A '
number of the graduates are employed in factory offices, and
others are employed in offices of doctors, lawyers, insurance
companies, banks, finance companies, furniture companies, hos-
pitals, jewelers, laundries, newspapers, oil companies, coal com-
panies, public utility companies, photographers, real estate
agents, schools, department stores, drugstores, markets, hotels,
theaters, and lumber companies. A few are employed by the
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United States Civil Service and the Massachusetts Civil Service,
As far as tne stenographic subjects are concerned, this would
indicate that the dictation material must be general with no
specialization because of the wide field of employment*
Salaries received by the graduates :
The majority of the girls received between |20 and |50 per
week, and the majority of the boys received between |26 and
per week* As we look at the tables, it is found that the boys
and girls who have been out of school for the longest time are
the ones who received the highest salaries. This is due, no
doubt, to the fact that they had more experience and were paid
accordingly*
How did the graduates secure their jobs :
The majority of the graduates received their jobs through
friends or relatives' or on their own personal application* The
high school was responsible for placing a very small number of
the graduates*
Number of students who had to take tests in order to secure
.jobs :
There was a very high percentage of the boys in the Classei
of 1943 » 19'^^» and 19^5 who had to take tests, and this may be
attributed to the fact that so many of them entered the armed
services and were tested upon entrance* There was also a high
percentage of the girls in the Classes of 1943, 1944, and 1945
who had to take tests and this may be attributed to the fact
that many of them took the U. S. Civil Service Examinations*
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There were few boys and girls in the Classes of 1946 and 1947
who had to take tests in order to secure jobs. In most cases
those who had to take tests were tested in Stenography, Type-
writing, and Bookkeeping. One finance company gave a Penman-
ship Test. Other girls had to take Intelligence tests in order
to become telephone operators.
Difficulties the graduates had when first employed ;
It was very important to find out whether or not the gradu
ates had difficulties when first employed because many of these
might have been covered in their school work. It was pleasing
I
to note that over 80 per cent of the boys and girls stated that
they had no difficulties when first employed. Many of the grad
uates had difficulty in operating different office machines.
This may be due to the fact that some of these graduates had no
taken Office Practice while in high school. More emphasis on
payroll work could be given in the bookkeeping and accounting
classes, and more emphasis could be given to spelling, punctua-
tion, business-letter writing, and grammar ./in English. There
were very few who reported insufficient dictation speed and
typewriting speed, thus it would seem that the students had suf'
ficient practice in this work. Students who had difficulty in
switchboard work had not taken this in high school as this was
taught to only a few seniors who had the opportunity to work in
the school office.
Duties performed most frequently ;
Typewriting, filing, and answering the phone are the three
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duties performed most frequently by the graduates. All the stu-jT
dents have had some typewriting in high school. Filing is
j
taught in Clerical Office practice II and Office Practice, but
all students did not take these subjects. It would be well for
all students to take a course in Office Practice. Answering the
phone is a very important task in any office job and time should
be spent in teaching this to the students. Although many of the
jobs held by the graduates call for a knowledge of shorthand, I|
i
it was surprising to see that only 33 per cent of the girls did i
take dictation.
Office Machines' used by the graduates :
The typewriter was used more often than any other office
machine. The adding machine was also used by a very high per-
centage of the graduates. It was also remarkable to see the
large number of graduates who used the mimeograph machine. Oth€
office machines that the graduates used were the calculator,
comptometer, ediphone, dictaphone, mail-a-voice, national cash
register in a bank, addressograph, billing machine, bookkeep-
ing machine, checkwriter, ditto, multigraph, payroll machine,
photostat, piece-work ticket stamper, rexograph, standard du-
;
plicator, switchboard, teleprinter, teletype, and ticketograph.
r
Most of these machines are found in the office machines
laboratory, and most of the students who have taken the office
practice course in high school have a working knowledge of the
machines
.
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Number of graduates who did part-time work while In hlfih school
Over 80 per cent of the graduates did part-time work while
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in high school. The work they performed was varied from office
work to farm work. Over 50 per cent of the graduates who did
part-time work felt that the experience they received on their
jobs was beneficial to them in one way or another. It would
be well if we could inaugurate a work-experience program in the
commercial curriculum.
Commercial subjects that the graduates felt that had been most
valuable to them ;
The graduates who were enrolled in the stenographic divi-
>
“
Sion and accounting division felt that their major subjects wert>
the most valuable to them. It was significant to note that the
graduates who were enrolled in the clerical division only men-
tioned Clerical Office Practice II as being valuable to them
even though Commercial Law, Business Organization, and Sales-
manship are required subjects in this division.
Commercial subjects that the graduates felt have had little or
no value to them ;
There were very few of the graduates who felt that Account*-
ing. Typewriting, and Clerical Office Practice II have had very
little value to them. There were a number of boys who felt that
Stenography and Transcription have had little value to them, aina
this may be due to the fact that a number of these boys are vet«|>
erans and are now studying Accounting and Finance at business
college and they do not have to study stenography. There was a
high percentage of both boys and girls who felt that business
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Organization, Commercial Law, Salesmanship, and Stenography I
have had little value to them. It might he well to state that
Stenography I is given for only one-half year in the second year
of high school and is exploratory in nature.
Noncommercial Sub.lects that the graduates felt have been most
valuable to them :
Seventy-ei^t per cent of all the boys' and 82 per cent of
all the girls felt that English was the most valuable to them.
Economics was a valuable subject, especially to the boys. Some
boys also felt that American History was the most valuable to
them. All other required noncommercial subjects were valuable
to some of the graduates.
Of the elective noncommercial subjects Chemistry and French
were the most valuable to the graduates.
Noncommercial Subjects that the graduates felt have had little
or no value to them ;
Commercial Art and American History were the two noncommer-
cial subjects that have had little or no value to the highest
percentage of the graduates. All other noncommercial subjects,
with the exception of Aeronautics and Foods, were mentioned by
some graduates as having had little or no value to them.
Sub.lects not studied but for which the ftraduates have since felt
a need ;
The highest percentage of boys have felt a need for Algebra
and Advanced Commercial Mathematics, The highest percentage of
girls have felt a need for Stenography and Transcription and Of-
fice Practice. Chemistry and a language—no specific one--were
ioi
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mentioned by some of the graduates as subjects for which they
have felt a need.
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SuftKestions for improving the commercial curriculum ;
More Business English, including spelling, punctuation,
grammar, and business-letter writing, was suggested by fifty of
the graduates. There were many other suggestions that the gradijL-
ates made and these are embodied in the recommendations.
Recommendations :
1. More Business English should be given to the students en-
|
rolled in the Commercial Curriculum.
This has always been one of the greatest faults in many
high schools. There is not enough Business English taught to
the students in the Commercial Curriculum. It is not suggested
that all literature be taken out of the English in the Commer-
|
clal Curriculum, but not so much time should be spent on this
phase of English. It is thought that it would be well to spend
the last half year of the Junior year and the first half year o;!‘
the Senior year teaching Business English to the commercial stu--
dents. In this way when the students come into Stenography and
Transcription, their Business English will be fresh in their
minds and they will not have so much difficulty in transcribing
their letters. It would be well to have the English teachers
who teach the commercial students in the Junior and Senior yearn,
and the teachers of Stenography and Transcription to make out a
set of rules so that they will not contradict each other in
their teachings. A schedule could also be worked out so that
cioJtdv/ 'iT>1 3uos{.cfo3 UA eaJjauijjBrts orfJ ecaoc '(jci i. .no i Jiie v.
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when the teachers of English are teaching a certain phase In
Business English the Stenography teachers could dictate letters
containing this same phase of the work.
2. A course should he given In Business Ethics .
It would be to the advantage of“the students if a course
in Business Ethics was given. Becker says^;
A recent study of four thousand discharge cases
in seventy-six companies revealed that eighty-seven
per cent of the discharges resulted from lack of char-
acter traits. Lack of specific skill accounted for
only about ten per cent. These figures indicate that
people do not lose their positions for inability so
much as they do because of the wrong attitude toward
the job.
Such a course could be given at least once a week and per-
haps twice a week in the senior year to all commercial students.
It should be a required course. It could cover such subjects
as: applying for a job, the job interview, dress for business,
how to greet callers, technique in answering the telephone and
taking messages, how to get along with business associates, the
right attitude toward the job, and developing a pleasing per-
sonallty
.
Many of these topics are discussed by different teachers
in their classes, but they have their subject matter to cover
and not enough time is given to this other work. If it were
given as a separate subject, it would seem more valuable to the
students and they would probably get more from such a course.
1 Becker, Esther R. Secretaries Who Succeed . Harper and
Brothers, New York. 019^7
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3. More payroll work should be Riven in the bookkeeping; courses *
As work in the business offices change just as they do in
all other fields of work, the bookkeeping course* should be kept
up to date. There may be some payroll work taught but accord-
ing to the suggestions made by the graduates and the difficul-
ties met by the graduates, it would seem that they have not re-
ceived enou^ practice in this type of work including social
security deductions and income tax deductions.
4. All stenographic students should take a course in Office Ma-
chines .
As it was seen in the table on Office Machines, the majority
of the graduates use some office machines. It would be helpful
to the stenographic students if a course in office machines was
|
required by them. There are very few business offices that do
not have some office machines in addition to the typewriter. Asi
one of the girls stated in her letter that you are expected to
know how to operate some office machines regardless of what your^
title may be. This would certainly be true in a one-girl office,
and many of the graduates are employed in this type of office.
Many of the graduates stated they had difficulty in operating
office machines, and this was probably due to the fact that they
had never taken this course while in high school.
5. All students should be required to take at least one full
year of typewrltlnp;.
Many of the students do not take typewriting after their
second year in high school and then they have had only one-half
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year of it. They know the keyboard, but they have very little
knowledge of business letters and other techniques necessary in
typing in any office* It would be well to emphasize this fact
to the students so that they will continue the subject. Then,
again, when they take Office Practice, they are not allowed to
use the Dictaphone or the Ediphone because of their lack of
typewriting skill.
6. The Clerical Course should be revised .
As it was lound that very few of the graduates felt that
Commercial Law, Salesmanship, and Business Organization (all
required subjects in the Clerical Course) were the most valu-
able subjects to them, it seems that something should be done
to make these subjects more appealing and beneficial to the
I
students.
Instead of making Commercial Law a required subject, it
could be made an elective subject open to all commercial stu-
dents. There were many boys who stated that this was one sub-
ject they had not taken in high school but for which they have
since felt a need.
Salesmanship, which is only book learning, could be taken
out of the curriculum and Distributive Education, which is the
actual doing, put in its place. Distributive Education is the
up-and-coming subject in many high schools. Pupils are taught
about the buying and selling of merchandise in local stores.
Many of them receive actual training in this work in the local
department stores that are willing to cooperate in such a plan.
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Business Organization could also be made an elective sub-
ject* It is felt that many of the boys in the Accounting and
Stenographic Divisions would elect such a subject*
The fact could be stressed upon the students who are in the
Clerical Division that they will be better prepared to work in
the department stores. It is believed that they would appre-
ciate their subjects much more than they have in the past*
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7* A Placement Bureau should be established at school *
It is felt that a placement bureau should be established
in the high school for the commercial graduates* Many of the
graduates have been placed through the high school but there is
no specific placement bureau* Many calls for office help are
received at the high school, and these calls are generally re-
ferred to the Dean of Girls or the Assistant Director of Voca-
tional Guidance* Some teachers_ are called by their friends for
girls or boys for office work, and many times these teachers wi3
go to the Head of the Conimerclal Department or to teachers of
Senior Classes in commercial work.
If a placement bureau was established at the high school,
students could register there and file cards could be kept for
about three years* In this way, if calls were received for of-
fice workers with experience, it would be very easy to locate
the graduates* The fact that a placement bureau was establishec
at the high school could be made known to the businessmen
through the local service clubs* It is believed that many of
the calls are received at the high school as a result of the
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principal's membership in the Rotary Club and his talking to so
many of the prominent businessmen of the city, and making the
fact known to them that we have boys and girls graduating from
the commercial curriculum who are qualified to do all types of
office work.
After graduation a few of the graduates who are unemployed
come back to the high school and make this fact known, but in
the majority of cases the graduates do not do this. If we had
what we might call a junior placement bureau to take care of
graduates for about three years, it is not felt that we would be
interfering with the Massachusetts Employment Bureau.
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INTRODUCTION
This Inilletin has been prepared by the Guid-
ance Department of the Fall River Public Schools
to provide information for our boys and girls
concerning the courses of study which are offered
in our high schools. It is addressed to the boys and
girls who will soon complete the work of the
eighth or the ninth grade and are looking forward
to the choice of a course of study in Grade 9 or
the selection of subjects in Grade 10.
You may say that there is plenty of time to
think about the work which you will do next year.
This may be true, but time has a very bad habit of
slipping away from all of us and NOW is a good
time to do some thinking and planning for the
future. '
WILLIAM S. LYNCH,
Superintendent of Schools.
PLANNING
Soon you will have to choose the high school which you
_will attend and the course of study which you will follow. Plan-
ning requires information, thinking, and the making of de-
cisions.
This bulletin should be taken home and shown to your
parents. They will want to study it, too, so that they will know
the course you plan to take and the subjects which that course
offers. You and your parents may have questions to ask. The
Guidance Department, the principals, and teachers are willing
to answer these questions in an effort to help you and your
parents.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
You will find that the courses offered at the two junior
high schools in the ninth grade are the same as those offered
at the B. M. C. Durfee High School, with slight differences.
Thus, the information in this bulletin can be useful and valuable
to you.
The Diman Vocational High School will admit pupils who
have completed the ninth grade and will allow credit for that
year’s work toward its diploma.
HOW THIS BULLETIN CAN BE USED
Here you will find information concerning our two public-
high schools, the B. M. C. Durfee High School and the Diman
Vocational High School, and the courses of study offered.
Study this information.
You will find the back cover headed, “My High School
Educational Plan”. Use this page to list the subjects which
you plan to take during your four years of high school.
Some subjects have prerequisites, which are requirements
that must be met before a student is allowed to select given
subjects. If you realize this in advance ,you will not be in the
position of the forlorn student who says, “Oh, if I had only
known that at the beginning of the year!”
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THE B. M. C. DURFEE HIGH SCHOOL
The B. M. C. Durfee High School on Rock Street, a four
year high school, offers four curricula: College Preparatory,
Commercial, Home Economics, and Technical.
In Grade 9 the subjects which you will take are deter-
mined by the curriculum which you select. You will find that
English, civics, general science, and physical training are
common to all. The mathematics will vary according to the
curriculum. The ninth year may be looked upon as explor-
atory. During this time you can prove to yourself whether
you have the ability and the interest to complete successfully
a particular curriculum. Since each curriculum in Grade 9 has
many subjects in common, a transfer from one curriculum to
another may be made at the end of Grade 9 for work in Grade
10. After a student has completed Grade 10, however, it is
not possible to transfer from one curriculum to another, with
the exception of College Preparatory to General in Grade 11
or 12.
It is fitting at this time to define certain terms so that
you will know what they mean.
1. A curriculum is a series of subjects which a student
takes to prepare himself for further schooling or for a definite
field of work.
2. A required subject is one which must be taken in a
given curriculum.
3. An elective subject is one which may be cho.sen by a
student to fulfill the requirements for work in a given
curriculum.
4. Credits are the points which a student earns by the
successful completion of a subject. Thus, a subject which is
taken five times a week for a year and which requires outside
preparation will allow a student 5 credits, if, of course, passed
successfully. A subject which is taken five times a week for a
year and which does not require outside preparation will allow
a student 2Y> to 3% credits. Graduation from high school
requires a minimum of 80 credits. Promotion to Grade 10
requires that a student earn a minimum of 20 credits; pro-
motion to Grade 11, a minimum of 40 credits; promotion to
Grade 12, a minimum of 60 credits.
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Two natural sciences such as chemistry and physics or two
social sciences such as American history and ancient history
should not be taken in the same year without special per-
mission. In the junior and senior years, any student wishing
to elect five subjects which are taken five times a week and
which require outside preparation must have an average of
80% for the preceding year.
Music
The Music Department of the B. M. C. Durfee High School
offers the student who is interested in music either as a hobby
or as a future vocation an opportunity to take part in the
orchestra, band, chorus or junior chorus. These subjects are
elective in every curriculum every year.
Art
The Art Department offers the student who is interested
in art an opportunity for training in freehand drawing, com-
mercial art and design. These subjects are also elective in
every curriculum every year.'
Dramatics and Journalism
Dramatics and Journalism are elective in every curricu-
lum in the junior and senior years. The prerequisities for
election are 80% or higher in English of Grade X. The senior
journalism students publish “The Hilltop.”
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Drawing is required in the Technical Curricu-
lum and is elective in every other curriculum every year. Boys
who plan to become engineers should consider the election of
this subject as desirable in that it will give them an intro-
duction to work which they will later take in engineering
school.
Note: Throughout this bulletin beside the subjects offered
in the various years, you will find two arabic numbers. The
first number refers to the number of periods which the subject
is taken each week
;
the second number refers to the number
of credits which a student will earn by successfully completing
the work in that subject.
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THE COLLEGE PREPARATORY CURRICULUM
The College Preparatory Curriculum is designed primarily
for those students who plan to enter a liberal arts college, a
teachers’ college, a school of nursing, an engineering school,
or any school which requires definite secondary school prep-
aration for admission. If you have already chosen your college,
it is an excellent idea to learn its requirements for admission
before you select your subjects for Grade 10 and plan your
high school work accordingly. If you have not decided upon a
particular college, the following general information will be of
assistance to you.
Most colleges have definite requirements for admission
which vary somewhat with the individual institution. In
general, colleges require fifteen units of secondary school work
for admission. We may define a unit of work as the successful
completion of a subject taken four or five times a week for one
school year. You can earn the fifteen required units in your
four years of high school work. Colleges require an applicant
to possess a well rounded academic background and a strong
scholastic record. This can be met by good marks in the follow-
ing five major fields: English, foreign languages, mathemat-
ics, social studies, and science. If you elect a foreign language,
you should plan to complete at least two years of work in the
subject. If you are planning to attend an engineering school,
the emphasis in your preparation should be in mathematics and
science. You should study mathematics for four years in
addition to courses in chemistry and physics.
Many colleges require that a student have certificate
grades in the subjects which he has taken in high school. A
certificate grade is one which a high school considers
sufficiently high to qualify a student for college work. The
certificate grade at the B. M. C. Durfee High School is a mark
of 82.
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GRADE IX GRADE X
English I
Algebra I
Civics
General Science
Physical Training
Library
5
5
4
4
5
6
4
4
1
English
Hygiene
Plane Geometry
Second Year of
Foreign Language
Physical Training
5 5
1 1
5 5
9
1
5 6
2 1
Choose One Choose One
Latin I
French I
5 5
5 5
^
Latin I
French I
German I
Spanish I
Portuguese I
Biology
World History
5 5
5 5
5 6
5 6
5 5
6 6
5 5
Note: The prerequisite for the second year of a foreign
language is 70% or higher in the first year of the language.
Note: Mechanical Drawing or Freehand Drawing, 5-2V2;
Foods, 5-3^2; Clothing, 5-3% may be chosen as an additional
elective by anyone taking the College Preparatory Curriculum
instead of Hygiene and Physical Training.
COLLEGE PREPARATORY AND GENERAL CURRICULA
Grades XI and XII
In Grades XI and XII the College Preparatory and the
General Curricula have many elements in common. In Grade
XI a student is enrolled in the College Preparatory Curriculum,
if he selects the third year of a foreign language. If he does
not choose the third year of a foreign language, he can still
continue his college preparatory work, but his choice of sub-
jects is made from the General Curriculum. As has been
previously mentioned, a student should know the requirements
for admission of the college to which he plans to go. The
Guidance Office through the Dean of Girls or the Assistant
Director of Guidance will be glad to help any girl or boy in
planning a program of studies. Catalogues of many colleges
are available in the Guidance Office and these should be con-
sulted by the students with the assistance of the guidance
personnel.
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GRADE XI
College Preparatory Required
English 5 6
American History 5 5
Latin III or 5 6
French III 5 5
Electives
Latin I or II 5 5
French I or II 5 5
German I or II 5 5
Spanish I or II 5 5
Portuguese I or II 5 5
Algebra II 55
College Chemistry 7 6
General Required
English 5
American History 5
Electives
Foreign Language, 1st
or 2nd year of any
^
5
Algebra II 5
College Chemistry 7
Mechanical Drawing 5
Commercial Art 5
Physical Geography
and Map Reading 5
Shop, choice of 5
Foods 5
Clothing 5
5
5
5
5
6
2'/2
2V2
5
3'/2
3Va
31/2
Note: The prerequisite for Algebra II or College Chemistry
is 70% or higher in Algebra I and Plane Geometry.
GRADE XII
College Preparatory Required Getieral Required
English 5 5 English 5 5
Electives Elconomics 5 5
Latin II, III or IV 5 5 Electives
French II, III or IV 5 5 F'oieign Language II,
Trigonometry and III, or IV of any 5 5
Advanced Algebra 5 5 Any Mathematics in
Solid Geometry and
Problems in Advanced
College Preparatory
Curriculum 5 5
Mathematics 5 5 Tech Trigonometry 5 5
Trigonometry and Aeronautics 5 5
Solid Geometry 5 6 College Physics 7 6
Algebra II 5 5 College Chemistry 7 6
College Physics 7 6 Ancient History 5 5
College Chemistry 7 6 Meteorology (2nd half
Ancient History or year) 5 2 V2
Economics 5 5 Astronomy (1st half
year) 5 2 V2
Mechanical Drawing 5 21/2
Commercial Art I, II,
or III 5 21^
Shop I, II or III 5 3V2
Theory of Home
Economics 5 6
Biology 5 5
Foods I or II 5 SV2
Clothing I or II 5 3V2
Radio 5 3V2
Typewriting 5 2ti
Note: The prerequisite for Algebra II, College Chemistry,
or College Physics is 70% or higher in Algebra I and Plane
Geometry.
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THE HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
The Home Economics Curriculum is designed for girls
who wish to major during their high school course in foods,
clothing, household management and related subjects. This
curriculum offers four years of English, two years of social
studies, four years of work in clothing and foods, three years
of work in science. It is not designed for post-secondary school
preparation.
GRADE IX GRADE X
English 5 5 English 5 5
General Mathematics or Hygiene 5 5
Algebra I 5 5 American History 5 5
Civics 4 4 Foods 4 4
General Science 4 4 Clothing 4 4
Home Economics 6 3 Design 2 1
Physical Training 2 1 Physical Training 2 1
Library 1
Note: The prerequisite for
mathematics of Grade 8.
GRADE XI
English 5 5
Household Chemisti’y 5 5
Clothing 4 4
Design 2 1
Foods 4 4
Home Nursing 3 3
Algebra I is 75 %or higher in
GRADE XII
English 5 5
Nutrition 3 2
Clothing 4 4
Foods 4 4
Design 2 1
Household Physics and
Home Managament 5 5
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THE COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM
The Commercial Curriculum is designed for those pupils
who are interested in preparing themselves for work in the
field of commerce or business. Graduates of this course fill
positions as stenographers, typists, bookkeepers, telephone
operators, general office workers, salesclerks, etc.
In the Commercial Curriculum the following general
cultural subjects are offered: English, civics, general science,
American history, and economics. Since this course is one
which has as its objective, preparation for work in the field of
business, its major emphasis is upon such commercial subjects
as business arithmetic, typewriting, shorthand, transcript,
bookkeeping, office practice, business organization and com-
mercial law and salesmanship. Then there is also, of course,
the possibility of electives from the following fields: foreign
languages, sciences ,social studies, foods, clothing, art, mechan-
ical drawing, orchestra, band, and chorus.
GRADE IX GRADE X
Required Subjects
English 5 5
Commercial Arithmetic 5 5
Junior Business Training 4 4
Civics 4 4
General Science 4 4
Physical Training 2 1
Home Economics for
Girls 2 1
Library 1
Required Subjects
English 5 5
Hygiene 1 1
Stenography (half year) 5 2
Typewriting (half year) 5 lVi>
Bookkeeping 5 5
Commercial Ai-t 2 1
Physical Training 2 1
Electives (Choose One)
Commercial Geography 5 5
French I 55
Spanish I 5 5
Geiman I 5 6
Portuguese I 5 6
Biology 5 5
World History 5 5
Foods 5 3’/2
Clothing 5 3%
In the junior and senior years the Commercial Curriculum
is divided into three parts : Accounting, Stenographic and Cler-
ical. The Accounting Curriculum is for students who wish to
major in bookkeeping and accounting; the Stenographic
Curriculum is for those who wish to major in shorthand and
typewriting; the Clerical Curriculum is for those who wish to
prepare themselves for general office work. Many students
who select the Stenographic Curriculum continue their book-
keeping as an elective so that upon graduation they possess
training and ability in shorthand, typing ,and bookkeeping as
skills to offer a prospective employer.
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GRADE XI
Accounting Stenographic Clerical
English 5 5 English 5 5 English 5 5
American American American
History 5 5 History 5 5 History 5 5
Bookkeeping 5 5 Stenography Clerical Office
Choose One or Two II 5 5 Practice 5 5
Typewriting 5 2 Vz Typewriting 5 2'/2 Business
Commei'cial Choose One Organization M
Art 5 2'/2 Bookkeeping 5 5 year and Com-
2nd yr. Commercial mercial Law
Foreign Arb 5 2>/2 V2 year .5 5
Language 5 5 2nd year One Mag He Chosen
General Foreign
^
Typewriting 5 2V2
Chemistry 5 5 Language 5 .5 Commercial
Foods I or II 5 3 Vi General Art 5 2'/2
Clothing I Chemistry 5 5 2nd yr.
or II 5 31/2 Foods I or II 5 31/2 Foreign
Shop 5 3 Vi Clothing I Language 5 5
or II 5 31/2 General
Shop 5 3V2 Chemistry 5 5
Foods I or II 5
Clothing I
3>/2
or II 5 31/2
Shop 5 31/2
Note: The prerequisites for the Stenographic Curriculum
are 75% or higher in English and Stenography of Grade X.
Note : If Typewriting or Commercial Art is chosen ,another
elective must be taken.
Accounting Required
English 5 5
Economics 5 5
Accounting 5 5
Choose One or Two
Typewriting
III 5 2 1/2
Foreign
Language
2nd or 3rd
year 5 5
Commercial
Art I, II, or
III 5 2 ’/a
Office
Practice 5 5
Theory of
Home
Economics 5 5
Biology 5 5
Foods I or II 5 SVz
Clothing I
or II 5 3 V2
Shop 5 31/2
GRADE XII
Stenographic
Required
English 5 5
Economics 5 5
Stenography
III ^
^
,
Transcript 5 2V2
Choose One
Accounting 5 5
F’oi-eign
Language
2nd or 3rd
year 5 5
Commei’cial
Art I, II, ni 5 2V2
Biology 5 5
Office
Practice 5 5
Theory of
Home
Economics 5 5
Foods I or II 5 3Vz
Clothing I
or II 5 31/2
Shop 5 31/2
Clerieal Required
English 5 5
Economics 5 5
Clerical Office
Practice II 5 5
Salesmanship 5 5
Electives
Foreign ^
Language
2nd or 3rd
year 5 5
Com. Art I, II,
or III 5 2V2
Biology 5 5
Typewriting
III 5 21/2
Theory of
Home Econ. 5 5
Foods I or II 5 ZVz
Clothing I
or II 5 SVz
Shop 5 3’/2
Note: A prerequisite for Typewriting III is 75% or higher
in Typewriting II. This does not apply to Transcript.
Note : If Typewriting or Commercial Art is chosen, another
elective must be taken.
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THE TECHNICAL CURRICULUM
The Technical Curriculum is designed for boys who are
interested in securing a high school education with an emphasis
upon the industrial arts and who do not plan to continue their
formal education after completing their high school work.
This course offers, in general, four years of work in English,
three or four years’ work in mathematics, three years’ work
in social studies, two or three years’ work in science, three
years of work in a shop, and four years’ work in mechanical
drawing. This course is not designed to prepare a boy for
admission to a college or a school of engineering. Its graduates
are admitted to apprentice schools and technical institutes
which require graduation from high school of their applicants
for admission. A boy who has a good record in mathematics
is allowed to take mathematics in the College Preparatory
Curriculum.
GRADE IX GRADE X
Required Required
English 5 5 English 5 5
General Mathematics Hygiene 1 1
or Algebra I 5 5 American History 5 5
Civics 4 4 Elementary Algebra or
General Science 4 4 Plane Geometry 5 5
Mechanical Drawing 5 3V2 Mechanical Drawing 5 2 Vi
Physical Training 2 1 Physical Training 2 1
Library 1 Choose One
Electricity 5 31/2
Printing 5 3 Vi
Woodworking 5 3 Vs
Art Metal 5 3Vi
Note: The prerequisite for Algebra I is 75% or higher in
mathematics of Grade 8.
Note: The prerequisite for Plane Geometry is 70% or
higher in Algebra I.
GRADE XI GRADE XII
Required Required
English 5 5 English 5 5
Practical Physics 5 5 Economics 5 5
Mechanical Drawing 5 2 Vi Mechanical Drawing 5 2V2
Tech Geometry or Electricity, Printing,
Algebra II 5 5 Woodworking, or Art
Choose One Metal 5 31/2
Electricity 5 3 Vi Choose One
Woodworking 5 3’/2 General Chemistry 5 5
Printing 5 3V2 Tech Trigonometry 5 5
Art Metal 5 31/2
Note: The prerequisite for Algebra II is 70% or higher
in Algebra I and Plane Geometry.
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THE DIMAN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
The Diman Vocational High School has two divisions. The
^
Boys’ Division is located on Hartwell Street and the Girls’
^
Division, on Morgan Street.
The purpose of the Boys’ Division is to provide training
on the high school level in the following trades: automobile
mechanics, machinist, carpentry, cabinet making, painting and
interior decorating, drafting, including mechanical and archi-
tectural, and electricity.
The purpose of the Girls’ Division is to offer training in the
es.sentials of homemaking, foods, clothing, and the care of
children in health and sickness.
Boys’ Division
The Diman Vocational High School—Boys’ Division is
open to boys who have completed eight grades of elementary
school work and are interested in vocational training on the
high school level in automobile mechanics, machine shop, car-
pentry, cabinet making, painting and interior decorating,
drafting, or electricity.
The general plan of instruction is as follows: pupils are
^
divided into two groups, which we shall call Group A and
Group B. During one week Group A is assigned to shop work
while Group B is attending academic classes. During the
second week Group B is assigned to shop work while Group A
attends academic classes. This alternating system of one week
in class and one week in shop is followed throughout the year
and allows the student an opportunity to spend 50% of the
school year in shop practice. The shop work is conducted on
a trade basis in preparation for entrance into a trade. The
courses are of two, three and four years duration. Students
who complete the four year course are granted a Diman Voca-
tional High School diploma.
In addition to training in the above trades, instruction is
offered in the following subjects: English, four years; mechan-
ical drawing, four years
;
physical training, four years
;
related
shop work, four years
;
mathematics, four years
;
science, two
and a half years.
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The school day begins at 8:00 A.M. and ends at 2:30
P.M. with a 30 minute lunch period.
School reports concerning the progress of students are
issued at the end of each ten week period.
A placement service is planned to provide employment
opportunities for students.
GRADE IX
Periods
per week
English 5
Mechanical Drawing 5
Arithmetic 5
Related Shop Work • 5
General Science (1st half
year) 5
Algebra (2nd half year) 5
Industrial History 2
Physical Training 2
Assembly 1
Alternate Weeks
Shop Practice 30
GRADE XI
Periods
per week
English 5
Mechanical Drawing 5
Related Shop Work 5
Civics 5
Physics 5
Hygiene 2
*Cost Accounting 2
Assembly 1
Alternate Weeks
Shop Pi’actioe 30
GRADE X
Periods
per week
English 5
Civics 5
Mechanical Drawing 5
Plane Geometry 2
Algebra (1st half year) 5
Ti'igonometry (2nd half year) 5
Physical Training 2
Assembly 1
Alternate Weeks
Shop Practice 30
GRADE XII
Periods
per week
English 5
Physics 5
Mechanical Drawing 5
Related Shop Work 5
**Bookkeeping 2
United States History 2
Review Mathematics 2
Physical Training 2
Safety 1
Assembly 1
Alternate Weeks
Shop Practice 30
* By Cost Accounting is meant a course in practical
estimating of job costs.
** Bookkeeping covers accounts and business usages
applied by the ordinary individual.
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THE DIMAN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
Girls’ Division
The Diman Vocational School—Girls’ Division—offers a
two year course in homemaking. This school aims to train girls
to become good homemakers and good citizens of the commun-
ity. Its program of studies is divided into thi^ee parts: 1)
homemaking subjects such as foods;- clothing, home nursing,
home management, and child care; 2) related subjects: art,
.science, mathematics, and guidance; 3) general cultural' sub-
jects: English, social studies, music, and physical education.
The program of studies is especially designed for girls
who have completed the eighth grade and who desire a short
practical course in homemaking on the high school level. Fifty
per cent of the time in school is devoted to work in the home-
making subjects. This school offers a good opportunity to
girls who will find it necessary to leave school before com-
pleting four years of high school work.
Each applicant must have an interview with the principal
of the school after her application has been signed by her
parent.
•
-
The school day begins at 8:00 A.M. and ends at 2:30 P.M.
with a lunch period in -school from 11:30 to 12 M. The food
served in the school cafeteria is prepared by the second year
classes in cooking and is sold to students at a reasonable rate.
Tlomcmoh'bifj S ibjects
,
Periods
Clothing ()
Foods 8
Home Management 2
Home Nursing 2
GRADE IX
Related Siihjecta
Periods
Art 2
Science 2
Guidance 2
Mathematics 2
Ceveial Subjects
Periods
English 3
Social Studies 3
Physical Education 2
Music 1
GRADE X
f
IJomemakiug Related Subjects General Subjects
PericMls P<ri«)d> Periods
Cafeteria Foods 8
Adv’ced Clothing 7
Child Care 2
Laundry 1
Art 3"
Scieiice 2
Guidance 2
Mathematics 1
English .3
Social Studies . 3
Physical Education 2
Music 1
A diploma is awarded to girls who complete the two year
course satisfactorily.
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